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MUNicraiN?

Students pose legal questions as local
businesses charge fees for credit card use
and require minimum plotted

Students fight the urge to "just charge
it" while trying to establish credit for
the future.
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Stars, stripes and yard lines: "United We Stand"

BY LINDSAY MARTI

news editor
Swiping a JAC card for
pizza, ice cream and sandwiches nl off-campus locations mav
become a reality.
One of Student Government Association President
David Mills' campaign promises W.ls to lll.lkl' this p«lss|
ble, and he is working to put
it into effect, he said.
"We are currently looking .it
businesses that have a good
relationship with the university
and that are popular among
students," Mills said.
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"Many businesses an- interested, especially [in| the
prospect of attracting more students,'' Mills said. "No businesses have been officially contacted with a proposal yet. We
want to give it another few
weeks in order to finalize some
more details
Students will only be able to
use FLEX dollars, not dining or
punches. Mills said
Since FLEX is a university
program, any potential usage
of FLEX needs to be approved
by JMU, according to Mills.
"In my discussions with
administrators
(such
as
Towana Mootv, assistant vice
president ol business services)
on the topic, they have been
very receptive." Mills said.
Mills said an official timetable has not been established
yet to implement tlie process.
"It is entirely reasonable to
expect us to have completely
connected at least one outside
business to our HI-X system
by the end of the semester,"
Mills said.
Harrisonburg businesses
that could adopt the program
include, but are not limited to,
Kline's Dairy Bar, Luigi's,
Domino's Pizza, Pizza Hut,
Papa John's, Dave's Tavema,
The Artful Dodger, The Little
Grill and Purple Dawg Pizza,
according to Mills.
Moore said ideas of possible businesses to include have
been suggested by Mills and
other SGA members.
SGA tried to kxik for businesses that only had a few specific products or services,
according to Mills, so that it
could keep the pnxa-ss simple.
"No business has been formally approached by the university," Mills said. "These a a1
examples of the type of businesses we are looking at. I don't
want to choose and approach a
business until we have everything on our end."
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The student Duke Club formed a human American flag In the stands In Bridgetown Stadium before Saturday's game against the University of
Rhode Island. The event was designed by the club to "support victims, families and rescue workers in relief efforts." The Duke Club also collected donations at the game to send to a national relief fund.

Faculty examine national tragedy
Symposium tackles Sept. 11 crisis; professors aim to shed light, predict next steps
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

staff writer
Minutes before President
George W, Bush gave termrist
nations a historic ultimatum
and threatened that "justice
will be served," Thursday, five
JMU professors held a symposium examining issues behind
what Bush said mav be "the
firs! n ar of the 21st century."
Sponsored by the College of
Arts
and
Letters,
'^A
Symposium on the Present
C usis" filled Grafton-Stovall

Theatre Thursday night, with
many students having to find
floor space in the aisles.
"Over the past 10 days we
have experienced one of the
Siva test tragedies in America's
istory,"
said
Richard
Whitman, dean of the College
of Arts and Letters and moderator of the symposium. "We
ask, 'Why did this happen?
What
precipitated
these
events? How should our country respond to these events1
How should I respond as an

individual? What does the
future hold?' Tonight we hope
to provide information that
will guide you in your search
for answers."
Five professors offered
various factors that led up to
the Sept. 11 tragedies and
predictions of what the
future holds.
Glenn Hastedt, profettOf
and head of the political science department, said that
national style, American
politics and foreign policy

all plav vital roles in the current situation.
Hastedt said the notion
of "absolute security" has
been part of our national
style. "That's not something
that everyone else around
the world believes in,"
Hastedt said.
"National interest is a term
that moves us," he said. Bush
has placed this terrorism in the
context of a war because it "has
implications for the amount of
power that the president has,"

rutted! s.iui Now expectation! have been nl.ued in that
language of war. lie said
"Remembering Vietnam,
it's not likelv tli.it Congress wffl
give unlimited power to the
president,'' Hastedt said.
"Everything is difficult m war.
Nothing is e,is\ What it vou
succeed in capturing (Otama)
bm Laden? What then? These
are the types ot queaUoni that
the administration needs to
set- PROFESSORS, page 5

Road woes come home
14-game winning streak on home turf ends
BY TRAVIS CI.INGENPEEL

sports editor
Revenge is a dish best
served cold.
A year ago the Dukes,
ranked eighth in the nation at
the time, traveled to Kingston
in hopes of capturing their fifth
victory of the year in six games.
The University of Rhode
Island Rams at the time were
reeling, having lost nine
straight. First-year coach Tim
Stowers had not yet won a
game for the Rams.
It looked like an easy warm
up for the next weekend's
match up.
It looked as if coach Mickey
Matthews
and
company
should win their first road
game since Oct. 16,1999.
Looks can be deceiving.

On a wave of
holding calls
and
three
missed field
URI
the
16 goals,
Rams toppled
JMU
the
and
12 Dukes
left
|MU
with a puzzled expression of hesitancy
that remained as Matthews'
crew sank to a disappointing
6-5 season.
Saturday's match up with
URI was to be JMU's revenge.
The
Rams
trotted
into
Bridgeforth Stadium ranked
12th in the nation.
Rhode Island, in their first
two weekends of the season
shocked two of the league's
preseason favorites, edging out
Saturday

the University of Delaware 10-7
and Hofstra University 35-26.
Instead of taking their turn
as the spoiler, the Dukes once
again checked
into fhe
Heartbreak Hotel, turning the
ball over four times in a 16-12
loss in front of 10,200 JMU
faithful.
For three quarters the Dukes
looked to be on the verge of
returning the upset as they led
12-10 entering the final 15 minutes of regulation.
Slower said. "I told our
team it was going to be a war,
but I think they realised it in the
second half."
After the Rams had
trimmed the lead to two, JMU
mounted a 75-yard drive down
to the URI 8 on the wings of a
sff RAMS, page 20

KOKhRTN ATI /;,/„.,,
Junior tailback Brannon Qolns eludes ■ Rhode Island defender early In JMU's 16-12 loss to the Rams Saturday.

Friends, family, gather in memory of Alpha Phi sister

Phmo Coonrn of SURANO FAMILY
Kristin Surano

Bi MATT MCCLUSKEY
contributing writer
Alpha Phi sorority suffered a
loss on Aug. 14 with the passing
of member senior Kristin
Surano. For 14 years Surano
battled against an intestinal disorder, Crohn's disease, before
falling victim to complications.
A tearful memorial service
was held in PC Ballroom on
Saturday for Surano, organized
bv her Alpha Phi sisters JMU
alumna Cindy Parekh ('00), senior Kathryn Slagle and senior
Julie Lamed.
"She was the epitome of
feistiness, so small but gutsy

and full of pizzazz," said
sophomore
Christopher
Baidoo, who met Surano at the
beginning of last school year
when she lived with Baidoo's
sister Julia.
The "pizzazz" possessed by
Surano was reiterated by many
at the service. "She had this
spirit; 1 don't know how to put
it," said Alpha Phi sister sopnomore Casey Gulley, "Kristin
was one-of-a-kind, a wonderful girl '
Family from as far as New
Jersey came for the hour-long
memorial service and heard
personal testimonies from sev-

eral of Surano's sisters, her psychology professor Rich West
and Coordinator for Interfaith
Campus Ministries Father John
Grace. Each speaker took a

-66—
She was the epitome of
feistiness, so small but
gutsy and full of
pizzazz
— Christopher Baidoo
(ophomore

9?

moment to describe to the audience how Kristin's life and
death had touched them individuallv
"Everyone loved her; she
was always smiling and full of
spunk," Slagle said.
Each speech began with tears
and ended with smiles as specific stories were related about
Surano.
"(She) touched mv life forever [after] I had met her for one
second/' Gullev said.
Parekh presented the family
with a $1,600 donation for
research into the rare disorder
that took Surano. The monev

was raised by Alpha Phi and
came from contributors who
knew Surano.
Scientific research has yet to
discover the cause of Crohn's
disease or how it ma\ Iv smcessfullv treated. Dnig ther.ijn
nutritional diets and surgen .ill
can prolong the lives ot those
afflicted by Crohn's, according
to the National Digestive
Diseases Information
Clearinghouse
Web
site
http:lkininc.tiiditk.mh gwilivalthl

d(gc9f pubs/cnhn$/cnhn$Jitm,
Grace praised those who
see ALPHA PHI page 5
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James Madison University's Program Board presents the

\

all together one Benefit Concert
featuring

Everything ♦ Earth to Andy ♦ Ki Theory ♦ Small Town
Workers

Monday, Oct. 1 ♦ Wilson Hall ♦ 7 p.m.
Tickets on sale Tuesday, Sept. 25
Warren Hall Box Office ♦ Plan 9-Harrisonburg
Tickets: $8.00 General Admission

*

ALL Proceeds go to the JL £e™c™ns Disaster Relief Fund
Warren Hall Box Office: 568-7960
Harrisonburg/Rockingham County Red Cross: 434-8891
For more information, call 568-6217, or visit www.upb.org
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"Serious, important events will
take place, and those more
celebratory will be postponed"

A local convenience store adds
a 3 percent charge on credit
card purchases

BETHANY OBERST

executive director fur
International Programs

Local credit card users
face purchase charges
Bv

KATIE LEWIS

staff writer
JMU students may be paying more than they bargain (or
when they use credit cards to
purchase items at some
llarrisonburg
convenience
stores, restaurants and bars.
Mike's Food Mart, a convenience store located on South
Main Street, attaches a 3 percent
fee to all purchases made with a
credit card.
While a 3 percent customer
bu may not seem like a lot, it
may deter some customers
from paying with a credit card
and may even cause them to
call into question the legality
of the act.
llarrisonburg
resident
John Ferris recently bought
cigarettes at Mike's Food Mart
and was outraged when he
was forced to pay the three
percent fee just for using his
credit card.
"I went in to buy cigarettes
which cost $18.79," Ferris Mid
"The girl charged me $19.35,
adding the 3 percent fee. It's not
kosher"
Ferris immediately contacted his bank and then his credit
card company, VISA, to contest
the charges.
"Since a lot of college kids
don't have a lot of cash, I got a
gut feeling that Mike's owes
some JMU students a lot of
money," Ferris said.
According to MasterCard and
VISA'S Merchant Operating
C iuide, Mike's Food Mart is violating the credit card company's
operating guidelines by adding a
surcharge to credit transactions

Mike's Food Mart could not
be reached for comment.
However, attaching this surcharge violates no Virginia state
law or federal law.
"As long as the merchant
tells customers that they're
going to be charged an extra
3 percent, the customer can
then decide what to do, and
there is not a situation where
the merchant is taking advantage of the customer," said
Tim Michael, assistant professor of Finance and
Business Law. "There's probably a state law that requires
that Mike's clearly disclose to
customers that this will be
the case."
In agreement with this law.
Mike's Food Mart displays a
sign near the check-out area
which advises customers who
•>'<• paying with credit cards
that there will be a 3 percent
tax added.
Recently, senior Patrick
Braford was going to use his
credit card to purchase a keg
from Mike's when he noticed
the sign
"I think it's pretty inconspicuous," Braford said, speaking of
the sign "You roll up thinking
about beer you sre going to buy,
and they have this tiny sign,
along with 10 other signs that
don't pertain to you, saying
they charge 3 percent on credit
cards."
Braford said he used cash
instead to pay for his purchase.
It may be easier to pay in
cash for cheaper items on cert.im area menus than using
credit cards as well, as some

establishments require minimum purchase amounts to use
a credit card.
Mainstreet Bar & Grill and
Highlawn Pavilion, both frequented by JMU students,
require minimum purchase
amounts.
While requiring a minimum amount for credit card
use is not against any law, it is
in violation of MasterCard and
VISA's Merchant Operating
Cuide,
which
states,
"MasterCard and VISA regulations prohibit assigning a minimum or maximum purchase
amount."
For each credit card pur
chase, vendors must pay a certain amount of money back to
the credit card comp.inv
Because of this, minimum
amounts are logical solutions to
help cover these costs.
"We get charged for every
transaction by the credit card
companies," said Joe Myers,
manager of Highlawn. "It
makes sense [to have a minimum!." For example, he has to
pay $1.75 per each credit card
transaction for some credit card
companies, he said.
Highlawn has a minimum
requirement of $10 to usea credit card, while Mainstreet Bar &
Grill has a $5 minimum.
Tom Hall, owner
of
Mainstreet, said it was too much
trouble to process a credit card
bill under $5 and that "there is
just about nothing under $5 on
our menu anyway."
— For more on student credit
card usage, see Focus page 13
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Mute's Food Mart charges a 3 percent purchase charge for each credit card purchase.
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Sophomore Becky Bikowski and senior Antigone Ambrose Joined with other students, faculty
end Harrlsonburg residents to discuss topics like U.S. torlegn policy, capitalism and American
Identity Wednesday during a vigil on the commons.

Student sentiment
at vigil favors peace
BY BRADEN GANDEE

contributing writer
Candlelight appeared once
more on Ihe commons
Wednesday night. Students
concerned with the recent
tragedy and the position taken
by the U.S. government gathered for a vigil/camp out to
show their support for a
peaceful resolution to the
national conflict.
Speakers and attendees
expressed sympathy and concern, not only for those
involved in the recent attack,
but also for those who may
soon be on the receiving end
of American
retaliation.
Students for a Free Tibet sponsored the event.
Senior Brian Gregory said
he attended the gathering in
hopes that America will "try
to come to a resolution about
alternative ways to deal with
the crisis."
The group of about 50 to 75
students,
professors
and
llarrisonburg residents began
the evening with a circle of
candles and shared their
thoughts and fears about the
situation that may result in
military action.
lunior ..aura Cotten attend-

ed because she felt "confused
about what's going on right
now." She said she "thought
it'd be good to talk with other
people."
Following moments of
silence, attendees broke into
smaller groups to discuss topics relative to the current situation, including U.S. foreign
policy,
capitalism,
and
American identity.

-66/ wish we could've
reached more people
and kept last week's
spirit alive.
— Laura Cotien
junior

-95
Hie vigil much smaller in
comparison to the Sept. 11 vigil
also held on the commons,
focused more on social issues.
During the previous week,
organizers hung posters across
campus and sent e-mails to
advertise the event.

"(I wish) we could've
reached more people and kept
last week's spirit alive,"
Cotten said.
Toward the end of the twohour session, those who
remained joined hands while
they expressed their thanks for
those in attendance and for the
general attitude of empathy that
hunfc in the air
Cotten said she attended
the vigil in hopes that she
would find peace, "not necessarily with the world, but
within myself."
As the vigil wound down,
the impending rains forced an
abandonment of the camp out
to the dismay of many of those
who had planned to be there
through the next morning.
Students instead discussed
the the possibility of forming
an independent media campaign, with hopes that students could find information
for themselves from a source
that was not biased by any
outside interests. No concrete
plans were made.
The evening ended with students sharing contact information around the lone remaining
candle that sat in the middle of
the hand-held circle.

International Week aims to reduce poverty
BY LAURA COCHRAN AND
LINDSAY MARTI

contributing writer and
news editor

International Week Events
MONDAY
Speaker: George SoSbo, Maltese Ambassador to the United States
Health ond Human Setrku BuUmg, Room 1301, 4:30p.m.

TIMDAY
Fall Study Abroad Fair
PCSalkoom, I la.m.-3p.m.

i

Speaker: Linda Chavez, piesident of the Center for Equal Oppoittunities
Gralton-Stovall Thtntrt, 7p.m.

WiDMSDAY
Honors Program Brown Bog Lecture, Joseph Opala speoks on
"God, Ancestors and Forest Spirits: An African System of Thought"
Hilhest House, 12:20-1:10p.m.

THURSDAY
Hunger-focus Panel: Food Biotechnology and Global Hunger
Wilson Hall Auditorium, 7:30p.m.
SATURDAY
Fourth Annual Horrisonburg International Festival
Hilfandale Patk, noon 6p.m.
CINDY TINKER/semor artist

While "united we stand"
seems to be a theme across the
nation lately, the fourth annual
International Week aims to
unite the world in a fight
against hunger.
This
week
during
International Week, the main
focus is the spread of knowledge about how students and
others can help reduce poverty
rates around the world, "along
with other programs that provide students the opportunity to
become actively involved in
international service learning
experiences," according to the
Office
of
International
Programs' International Week
Web site
Biotechnology utilized to
fight world hunger will be
explored Thursday evening in
Wilson Hall Auditorium
The Office of International
Programs, the International
Week Committee and the
departments of political science and biology are sponsoring this "world hunger
panel discussion."
Four speakers will present
findings on how biotechnology
can help the poverty rate
decline, according to Bethany
Oberst, executive director for

International Programs.
Per
Pins trup- Anderson,
director
general
at
the
International Food
Policy
Research Institute, recently honored as the 2001 World Food
Prize winner, will be the
keynote speaker of "The Role of
Biotechnology
for
Food
Consumers in Developing
Countries," according to the
Web site.
lie will share his experiences helping impoverished
and malnourished people in
developing countries and plans
to focus on the benefits of
biotechnology to farmers and
consumers in these locations,
aciording to Oberst.
josettc 1 .ewis, senior agricultural biotechnology advisor
with the U.S. Agency for
International
Development,
Washington, DC. will talk
about the role of US foreign
aatilUnca programs in the
developing
countries
for
biotechnology research and policy, according to the Web site.
Daniel Wuhan, associate
professor of biology and associate dean of the college of science
and mathematics, will introduce
the speakers and moderate the
discussion.
Associate Professor of
Biology Jonathan Monroe,
recent
recipient
of
the
Excellence in Teaching Award

from the American Society for p.m. to M0 p.m. Wednesday.
Plant Biologists, will discuss
The
fourth
annual
the science of agricultural 1 larrisonburg International
biotechnology, according to the festival will be Saturday from
Website.
noon to 6 p.m. at Hillandale
Other events are scheduled Park. Organizers will provide
for the beginning of the week.
arts, crafts, music, dancing
Gearge Saliba, Maltese and food.
ambassador to the United
Due to the recent tragedy, the
States, will describe Malta and Office of International Programs
its relationship with Ihe U.S. postponed select events.
today at 4:30 p.m. in the Health
A meeting with the acting
and Human Services building.
director of the Peace Corps was
The Fall 2001 Study rescheduled due to President
Abroad Fair will take place George W. Bush's recent assignTuesday in PC Ballroom ment of a new acting director.
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Cheryl Tobler, assistant
Representatives from the -lire, tor of the Office of
Study Abroad
Program, International Programs, said,
national study and travel "Events such as the meeting
organizations and foreign with the Peace Corps acting
university
representatn es director will be rescheduled
will provide information at quickly."
approximately 60 booths.
Oberst said, "Serious, imporFor more information, stu- tant events will take place, and
dents may go to
those more celebratory will be
htlp://www /inn I'itii/inli'nnition- postponed."
al/tweettOOifafrirOl him.
Postponed events include the
Also on Tuesday, Linda International
Flag Parade,
Chavez, preaklani of IheCantei International Bazaar, an opportor Iqual Opportunities, will tunity for internationals to share
speak
In
Gralton-Stovall perspectives of living in
Theatre at 7 p.m.
America
called
America
Adjunct
Professor
of Through (Hir Lyes, International
History Joseph Opala will pres- Student AaaodattOfl Fashion
ent "God, Ancestors and Forest Show and the International
Spirits An African System of Bxtnvagania, which included
Thought" at an Honors multicultural performances.
Program Brown Hag Lecture in
Oberst said she believes now
Hilicrest House from 12:20 is not the time for entertainment.
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Bush prepares America, warns foreign governments
Speech introduces prolonged, unconventional and largely cover! war against network of enemies to U.S.
Bv MARTIN MERZER
AND

Hi rcH] MIS
Knight Riddcr
Newspapers

RON

'

PtVfldtnl Bush urged
Americans
last Thursday
night to steel themselves for a
prolonged, unconventional,
largely covert war against an
elusive network of enemies,
and he issued a challenge to
r very foreign government.
"Either you are with us or
you are with the terrorists,"
Bush said during a speech
delivered to a joint session of
Congress, a speech watched
by a nation of tense, angry,
grieving Americans.
"From this day forward, any
nation that continues to harbor
or support terrorism will be
regarded by the United Stales as
a hostile regime."
In a calm and yet commanding voice, the president also
said, "Justice will be done."
With U.S. warships and warplanes already on the move, the
president called on the U.S. military to "be ready ... the hour is
coming when America will act
and you will make us proud."
He asked the American
people to "live your lives and
hug your children" and to be
"calm and resolute." He said
patience would be essential,
sacrifice virtually certain.
"Our response involves far
more than instant retaliation
and isolated strikes," he said.
"Americans should not expect
one battle, but a lengthy campaign unlike any other we
have seen."
As if comparisons to the
start of World War II were not
already sufficiently chilling,
Bush announced the creation
of a new. Cabinet-level
department: The Office of
Homeland Security
Officials said it will coordinate .in11-terrorism activities of
scores of federal agencies and
a larger number of state and
local agencies. Bush said he
will nominate Pennsylvania
Gov. Tom Ridge to head the
new department
"Freedom and fear are at
war ... " Bush said. "I will not
forget this wound to our
country, or those who inflict-

ed it. I will not yield. I will
not rest. I will not relent in
waging this struggle for the
freedom and security of the
American people."
Broadcast nationally during prime time, the event
attracted worldwide attention
and it resounded with the raw
material of history and of
national mourning.
Several hours before the
speech. New York Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani announced
that the toll of missing and presumed dead at the World Trade
Center had climbed to 6333,
and he conceded that virtually
no hope remained of finding
anyone alive there

-6 4Either you are with
us or you are with
the terrorists.
-GeoreeW.Bush
■V
U.S. President
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The total number of victims
killed or presumed killed Sept.
11 at the trade center, the
Pentagon and a grassy field in
Pennsylvania stands at more
than 6,500
British Prime Minister
Tony Blair joined the audience in the Capitol. Blair
already has pledged that
Britain will stand "shoulder
to shoulder" with the United
States and he sat Thursday
night with first lady Laura
Bush.
"My father's generation
went through the experience of
the second World War, when
Britain was under attack during
the days of the blitz," Blair said
after having dinner with Bush.
"And there was one nation
and one people that above all
stood side by side with us at
that time. Arid that nation was
America and those people
were the American people.
And I say to you, we stand
side by side with you now,
without hesitation."
Bush saluted Blair from the

podium: "America has no truer
ally than Great Britain "
Giuliani and New York Gov.
George Pataki, leaders of the
city and state that suffered the
most, also were DNMftfc .is was
Lisa Beamer, whose late husband, Todd, is believed to have
helped attack the hijackers of
the airliner that crashed last
week in Pennsylvania
larlier Thursday, the United
States rejected a recommendation by Afghan clerics that suspected terrorist leader Osama
bin l>aden leave their country
voluntarily. An exiled Saudi
multimillionaire, bin laden is
suspected of masterminding the
assaults that destroyed the
World Trade Center, damaged
the Pentagon and demolished
four passenger jetliners.
"It does not meet America's
requirements," said White
1 louse spokesman Ari Fleischer.
"This is about much more
than one man being allowed to
leave voluntarily, presumably,
from one safe harbor to another safe harbor."
In Pakistan, which is nine
hours ahead of Washington,
there was no immediate reaction from Afghani diplomats or
officials of Pakistan, which
neighbors Afghanistan and has
urged the ruling Taliban to rum
over bin Laden.
Retired Ll Gen. Kamal
Matinuddin, now a defense
analyst
in
Rawalpindi,
Pakistan, said the tone and the
terms of the speech were not
unexpected.
"The
administration
wouldn't have been satisfied
by the ulemas' (Afghan clerics)
response,"
said
Matinuddin, who is the
author of a book on fighting
in Afghanistan.
"Typically, people do give
lists, tall lists with impossible
conditions," he said. "And
some of these conditions are
eliminated in negotiations.
But the US. is not in any
mood to negotiate. As
they've said, it's time for
action, not words "
In his speech, Bush demanded that Afghanistan's Taliban
leadership deliver bin Lad in
and other terrorist leaders, close
all terrorist training camps.

allow the U.S. access to those
camps and release all foreign
nationals from capti\ it\
"These demands are not
open to negotiation or discussion," he said. "The
Taliban must act and act
immediately. They will hand
over the terrorists, or they
will share in their own fate."
He vowed to "direct every
resource at our command —
every means of diplomacy,
every tool of Intelligence,
every instrument or law
tutor, ernent, every financial
influence and every necessary weapon of war — to the
disruption and defeat of the
global terror network."
The Pentagon announced
Thursday that 5,131 members
of the Air National Guild and
Air Force Reserve were ordered
to report for active duty as part
of the mobilization authorized
by the president. The 29 units
come from 24 states and the
I >istru t of Columbia.
Bush also thanked the world
tor its support, and he asked for
the help of "police forces, intelligent v services and banking svs
terns around the world "
1 le made a special effort to
remind Americans that the Kittle must be waged against the
terrorists — not their religion.
He called the Muslim faith
"good and peaceful."
"The enemy of America is
not our many
Muslim
friends," he said. "It is not our
many Arab friends. Our
enemy is a radical network of
terrorists and every government that supports them."
The magnitude of the crisis detonated by the terrorist
attacks was illustrated by
several unusual elements of
the event:
Vice
President
Dick
Cheney did not attend,
watching instead from an
undisclosed location protected by the Secret Service, to
ensure that no tragedy befell
both the president and the
vice president.
House Majority leader I)ick
Armey also was absent, a precaution to preserve congressional leadership should disaster
strike, even though he is not in
the line of succession

Pope urges more
dialogue, not war
Bv

SHARON I.AFRANIERE

The Washington Post
Pope John Paul II .lrrived
Saturday in Kazakhstan, a predominantly Muslim state in
tense Central Asia, bearing a
message of good wishes for
Islamic leaders and for "all people of good will" who seek peace.
The 81 year-old pope, speaking in halting tones on the airport tarmac in the Kazakh capital "I Ast.1n.-1. made no reference
to the recent terrorist attacks in
the United States or the growing threat of U.S. retaliation
against Afghanistan, KiO miles
to the south. But he said "world

-66...1 think the attitude
toward Muslims is
very negative.
-John Paul II
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issues should be resolved not by
means of weapons but by
peaceful means of negotiations
and dialogue."
His decision to travel here
despite the signs of an
approaching war to the south
touched
many
Muslims
Nursultan
Nazarbayev,
Kazakhstan's president, mind
the pope's courage and his message of toleiance.
Kazakhstan is separated
from
Afghanistan
by
Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan Still, the worry that
U.S. warplanes — some of them
possibly operating out of the last
two countries — might attack
Afghanistan and provoke retaliation here hung over this city of
350,000, where modern glass
offices abut run-down Sovietstyle apartment buildings
Several police officers were
stationed at every intersection.
One pilgrim from a neighboring
town complained that soldiers
were so nervous, they turned
back his bus at a checkpoint
because the travelers lacked a

formal invitation to the pope's
open Mass on Sunday.
Frlan Idnsov, Kazakhstan's
foreign minister, promised
"Kazakhstan will be quiet" no
matter what happens in
Afghanistan. He said security
measures were unprecedented,
with more than 2,000 soldiers
and police on hand.
lire pope's three-day trip to
Kazakhstan, to be followed by a
three-day visit to Armenia,
illustrates his penchant to travel
to places where his welcome is
not entirely assured. Although
Nazarbayev formally invited
the pope and greeted him with
a stiff-legged, arm-waving
parade of soldiers, there are few
believers here.
Catholics account for a tiny
fraction of Kazakhstan's 15 million people. Most are from
Polish, Ukrainian or German
families who were among the
hundreds of thousands deported there by Soviet dictator
Joseph Stalin. In a country that
spans 2,000 miles from east to
west, there are only 62 priests
and 74 nuns. More than half of
the country is Muslim; about 40
percent is Russian Orthodox.
Still, in the square outside
Astana s new glass and-concrete shopping center, Muslims
and Orthodox Christians said
they welcomed the pope as a
spokesman for peace and tolerance in a moment of trouble and
fear. A 36-year-old single mother, who gave her name only as
Zulfira, said |ohn Paul's visit is
very, very good.
"It is a sign of recognition
and respect toward the Muslim
religion. This awful tragedy in
America — 1 think their attitude
toward Muslims is very negative. But we all know that not all
Muslims are the same," she said.
Alia Borisovna, 60, who was
collecting flower seeds along a
river embankment with a white
wool shawl on her head, praised
the pope as "a symbol of kindness" in "a very cruel world."
Borisovna and others said
they were moved by the pope's
gesture to victims of Stalinist
repression. Traveling from the
airport to the city on a road
lined with well-wishers.

Parent of the Year!
to lead an
Alternative
Spring Break trip!!!!
Trip Leader
Interest Meetings
TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 25
5:30-6:30pm
WILSON 204
Community Service Learning
Wilson 204
568-6366
asb@jmu.edu

www.jmu.edu/csl/asb

The Outstanding Parent of the Year
Award is your chance to recognize
your mother and/or father in a very
special way. In any medium you
choose, explain why your parent(s) are
so exceptional... and they could
be honored with this award during
Parents Weekend 2001!
Please attach a cover sheet containing
the following information: your name,
your local phone number and address,
your parents' name(s) and address.
Applications are due in the
Ambassador's Office(Sonner Hall) by
September 28, 2001.
All entries will be read and judged by
a panel of Student Ambassadors.
The Outstanding Parent of the Year
Award will be presented at
the Parent's Weekend football game on
October 13,2001.
If you have questions, please contact Steven at
clarksm or Sarah at brad2sj.
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Professors pose questions on national crisis
PROFFSSORS, from page 1
play through."
Stephen Bowers, director of
the William R. Nelson Institute
for Public Affairs and professor
of political science, discussed
how much worse the acts of terrorism could have been and
predicted that the future holds
vital cooperation between
America and the nations of the
former Soviet Union.
The William R. Nelson
Institute for Public Affairs is
a I Ml.' organization that
formed under former JMU
President Ronald Carrier to
study the phenomenon of
terrorism.
Bowers said in some ways
the recent attacks were like Pearl
Harbor in how unprepared we
were. "We've looked at some
weapons that were employed
that were not expected," said

Bowers, noting that the terrorists did not use biological or
chemical weapons or briefcase
bombs. Bowers said there might
have been a do/en planes had
the airports not been shut down
so quickly nationwide. "A great
deal more could have happened," Bowers said.
Bowers said the former Soviet
nations of Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan would hold great significance in our war effort against
terrorism, because they, too, are
affected by the growth of Islamic
fundamentalism and the rise of
the Taliban in Afghanistan.
Bowers said because of its
knowledge, alliances and location, "we see Russian as a
source of intelligence. So RUSM.I
can expect to become a partner
with the United States just like
they were in World War II."
One of the consequences of

the war against terrorism will at this time that "the true test of
be somewhat of a return to our moral character" comes
Russia's former greatness, out, he said. 'To our grief, the
Bowers said.
hijackers of last week didn't let
William
moral obligaHawk, profes-«" tions stand in
sor and head of
their way"
the departTo our grief, the
Hawk told
ment of philosthe audience to
hijackers
of
last
week
ophy and reliremember the
gion, spoke on
new "moral
didn't
let
moral
the moral conheroes," those
sidera lions
obligation stand in helping save
involved in our
lives now.
their way.
nation's current
Hawk
said
predicament.
we should all
-William
Hawk
"Our words
, engage in a
philosophy department head moral discus.
fail us when we
try to express
— sion, not just
our emotions,"
politics, and
Hawk said. He
consider the
said moral considerations are nor- moral conditions against our
mally forgotten.
possibly deadly actions. "We
"Courage is a moral virtue must rehumani/e after being
in all religions," Hawk said. It's dehumanized," Hawk said.

"There are no quick fixes or
easy moral rules to steer by.
Are we really willing to work
for peace?"
Professor of history Caroline
Marshall blamed the current situation on oil and Islamic religious fundamentalism. "We
have for the past few years been
concerned with the price of oil,"
Marshall said. "Increasingly,
unlimited oil has fueled our
good times."
She went through a brief history of America's desire for oil
and relationship with Egypt.
Marshall said the terrorist act
was a violence of a certain fundamentalism
Ehsan Ahmed, professor
and director of the economics
program of the College of
Business, provided perspective
on the situation as a native of
Pakistan and a practicing
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SGA works to increase JAC abilities
of those things we're going to
have to deal with because
that's not negotiable." She said
students will be able to use

SGA, from page 1
University policy does not
allow for (AC card use in purchases involving alcohol, so the
SGA must work around the
issue. Mills said.
"Since this is the beginning
of the concept, we're looking to
start with a business that does
not offer alcohol," Mills said.
"That is not to say that eventually those businesses would
not be included, but to get the
ball rolling, it's g(\xl to st.irt
with something easier."
Mills said some of the businesses on the list sell alcohol.
"That's not a mistake, it will
just take some extra work to get
them established," he said.
In regard to JAC card use at
businesses that sell alcohol,
Moore said, "We'll be able to
work through it .. It's just one

thru |AC canto .it than Loca

lions with the exclusion of alcohol purchases.
Mills said, "It will require
some form of a legal agreement between the university
and the vendor, which is of
course more complicated
[than it is with non-alcohol
selling businesses]."
"We
have
heavily
roM-.irched similar systems
llnady in place at Radford
University,
University of
Virginia and Texas A&M,"
MilUsaid. "Radford's system is
very close to the one we are
looking 10 I'stablish now, and
in years it could evolve into
something as extensive as the
tyttnxi at UVa.

"We are working with these
schools as a source of research
and advice, but any solutions we
find have to be Harrisonburgspecific," Mills said.
Radford students can use student II >s at locations such as
Papa John's, McDonald's, Citgo
and Kroger, according to
Radford freshman Nathan Marti.
"If you don't have cash or a
debit or credit card on you, it
helps that these places take
your ID," Marti said. "It
makes buying things off campus a lot easier."
Mills said the program will
give students the feeling of
being part of something larger
than themselves because it
expands the power of the student tool beyond campus
boundaries.
"It's also just plain convenient to be able to use your JAC

card to by stuff everywhere
you go. Businesses should benefit from an increase in customers and greater recognition
in the community," Mills said.
Mills said he has not
received negative feedback
about the idea. "Everyone from
the administration on down
seems to feel it would be a
good addition to our university
lives," he said.
"As the project grows, we
may run into opposition
and/or obstacles. It is worthwile, however, so we'll just
keep working at it until it's a
success," Mills said
Moore said she expects that
off campus JAC card use won't
immediately be a full-blown
program, but will start sometime this year with one or two
locations as prototypes.
"At this point, we're just

trying to make sure we have
everything in place in terms of
contracts," Moore said, referring to the binding agreements
to be made between JMU and
the businesses involved.
Students seem positive
about the idea and eager to
have more JAC card options.
Junior Megan Luttner said,
1 laving the option to use JAC
cards like a debit card would
not only help students handle
their money more efficiently,
but would also give them more
options in buying things not
available on campus."
Junior Megan Thornton
said, "I think the idea is great.
The only controversial thing
would be how students without cars could get off campus
to take advantage."
— Staff writer lunette Diaz contributed to this story

ARE YOU A CONTRIBUTING WRITER WHO WANTS TO BE A PAID STAFF WRTTER?
Come to The Breeze's staff writer's workshop — Tuesday, Sept. 25th — 4 p.m. in the
Breeze office , Basement of Anthony Seeger Hall — call x-86127 for more informa tion.
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Acapulco

1 hour can make a BIG difference
in the life of a child.

Jamaica
Bahamas
Florida
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Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
(540) 433-8886

Muslim. Ahmed said last week
was hardest on Muslims in
America and around the world.
"As an American-Muslim, I
carry a double burden," he said.
"This attack wasn't just
.*>;.!inst the United States; it was
against all humanity," Ahmed
said. "There is absolutely no
room in Islam for taking one's
life. Muslims absolutely cannot
inflict violence on civilians, children, animals or trees."
Student reaction to the symposium was positive. "It was
cool," senior jason Young said.
"We have to go beyond our feelings of retaliation and find that
moral obligation thai we have."
Sophomore Sarah
Lothrop said, "I learned a lot
and .mi rv.illv glad I was able
to see it all. It was very interesting to hear such experts in
their fields."

Alpha Phi
sisters
organize
memorial
AIJ*HA PHI, from page 1
knew Surano. "You brought
her in, knowing her disease
and knowing her suffering
and embraced her," he Mid.
I If stn-ssod the value ot com
munity during these times. "It
is the essence in which we find
meaning in life, it is our only
link to sisters and brotlters."
Female a cappella gnxip
Note-oriety penormed a song
as part of the service.
Surano's sister, Karin
Surano, thanked Alpha Phi
for the link they had formed
with her older sister. "It was
very nice of you to open
your hearts. Thank you for
coming, thank you for all of
this," she said.

Promote Trips at JMU
Earn Cash and Go Free
Call for details!!!

Cancun

or e-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

SERVICES
Information and reservations

A Child Is Waiting

1-800-648-4849

http://home.rica.net/bigbro
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Career Fair Tomorrow!
Come to Opportunities 2001 at the Convocation Center between 1-5 n m Professional dress is strongly recommended
Bring copies ol your resume. Check out www.jmu.edu/carrer for a full list of employers.
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Government eases loan payment deadlines for those impacted by attacks
Department of Education, loan providers will suspend federal college loan payments until Jan. 31, 2002 for some student victims
BY COURTNEY MORRIS

Daily Texan
U. Texas-Austin

Calif, passes
law aimed at
minimizing
student debt

A collaboration between the
US Department of Education
.in,I student loan providers will
help individuals affected by the
Sept. 11 attack reduce or suspend payments on federal college loans until Jan. 31. 2002.
The initiative "will provide
financial relief during these
extraordinary circumstances,"
US Secretary of Education Rod
Paige said.
Loan default payments will
be put cm hold immediately for
individuals living in any of the
hve New York boroughs.
The relief program will
cover payments for Federal

Family Education Loans,
Federal Perkins Loan programs and the William D.
Ford Federal Direct Loan
Only borrowers currently in
default on student loan payments are eligible.
Although much of the initiative focuses on New York, it will
also extend to students affected
by the attack on the Pentagon in
Washington, D.C.
Borrowers outside the disaster areas impacted by the
attack will also receive relief,
according to the Department
of Education.
The
Department
of
Education loosely defined
the requirements for eligibility to be "sensitive to all the

victims who have been affected, and that could extend to
many people," said Jane

-6 6
77ii5 is one area they
[victims] don't need to
worry about in the
near future.
— Jane Gliekman
Department of Education
spokeswoman
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Gliekman, a Department of
Education spokeswoman.
Students nationwide should

still take note of the relief
because the initiative could still
indirectly benefit them, said
Henry Urick, assistant director
of the University of Texas Office
of Student Financial Services.
"It could have ramifications
for some of their family ... who
were impacted by the tragedy."
he said. "Students need to be
aware of what options their relatives may have."
Urick said he believes the
Department of Education
used the vague wording of
"those affected by the
attacks" intentionally.
"The
Department
Jof
Education! wants to make the
payment of student loans for
those directly impacted the least

of their worries," Urick said.
Gliekman urged borrowers to contact their lenders if
they feel they are eligible for
this relief.
"[We'reJ hying to get the
word out," said Gliekman.
This is one area they (victims)
don't need to worry about in the
near future."
The
Department
of
Education is developing
more methods of providing
financial relief for the victims," Urick said.
The
Department
of
Education is also working on
more proposals to give greater
deadline flexibility for schools
and universities in the New
York area, Urick said.

BY HILLARY CARGO

Spartan Daih
San Jose Starte U.
They lure students in with
free goodies, and before you
know it, you're hooked — to
credit cards, that is
"They don't care about our
futures," said San Jose State
University senior Paula Shi,
describing her feelings about
credit card companies. "They
are kind of tricking us."
You won't see them at San
Jose State University with their
gimmicks anymore.
1 ail week, Gov. Gray Davis
signed AB 521, a bill "intended
to reduce the amount of debt
accrued by college students and
educate them on the pitfalls of
•MCCMlve credit card debt,"
according to a California
Legislature press release.
"It's tempting when credit
cards are shoved in your face,"
gubernatorial spokesman Roger
Sala/ar said. "Our hope is that
ilns will help to make sure that
students aren't preyed upon by
financial institutions."
SJSU President Robert Caret
said he doesn't necessarily agree
with the bill, however.
According to Caret, the university shouldn't play the role of
parents for its students.
Caret said he would prefer
the adults on campus to be treated as such.
"I would rather have credit
card companies come and let
students make their own decisions as adults," Caret said.
Shi disagreed.
"\ it ^\n\..n
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eflCtd enough to know what a
credit card can do to them," Shi
said. "At first it's convenient,
then you get sucked in."
Although he has his debt
under control now, senior
Michael Randle said. "It was like
getting free money"
R.nhlK1 said he got in trouble
with credit card debt by learning
the hard way.
The bill's fact sheet states that
the purpose of AB 521 is to
"limit the amount of credit available to students until such time
that they can develop an income
equal to the amount of credit
they are advanced."
Current credit card applications allow students to include
financial aid as a source of
income, according to the bill's
fact sheet.
junior Cesar Venegas said he
thinks the new bill is a good idea.
He signed up for credit cards
when he was a college freshman
and said, "I went out of control.
The bills add up, and you have
to work to pay them off, so I felt
forced to work when I wanted to
concentrate on school."
Senior Mike Pettit said he got
in over his head with debt as well.
I iving on borrowed money
is like living on borrowed time. I
felt like I was always running
behind," he said
Assemblyman Paul Koretz
wrote the bill, which would also
"make debt education a mandatory part of campus orientation
for new students
According
to
Greg
Wolcott. coordinator of new
•tudtnl orientation, SJSU is
ahead of the game.
"We offer a special interest
session as part of orientation,"
he said. "These sessions cover
topics like managing money
issues and credit card responsibilities." The title of one session is "You've Got to be
Kidding. I Spent That Much?"
Wolcott said
That's exactly what some students who signed up with credit
compann^ in saying.
"After a while, you realize that
vi mre spending hist because you
hav« the card." Shi said.
Pettit said he thinks that
offenng a seminar in credit card
debt would be a good thing.
"It's not realistic that we'll
have time to read the fine print
or even understand it," he said
According to Salazar, the
next step for the bill is to become
law Jan. 1.2002.

Stop by for information on how to
study, intern, work, travel, or
volunteer abroad!
TUESDAY, SEPT. 25
11 A JH .-3PM., PC BALLROOM

Representatives from over 50 JMU and
non-JMU study abroad programs will be
here to answer all your questions! Kind out
more about studying, interning, traveling,
working, and volunteering abroad.
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For more information, call x86273, or visit
the International Programs website at
www.jmu.edu/inlernalional/
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Albright encourages students to rally behind president
BY TRACY ZUPANCIS

The Hoya
Former Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright spoke to a
capacity crowd in Georgetown
University's
Gaston
Hall
Thursday night, emphasizing
the need for patience and prudent use of the United States'
diplomatic tools in what she
predicted will be a long international campaign against terrorism after the attacks of Sept. 11.
After paying respect to
Georgetown professor Leslie
Whittington and her family,
who died aboard American
Airlines Flight 77, Albright
noted her support for President
Bush, adding that he "shouldn't
box himself in and we shouldn't
box him in, by calling for premature action. I believe we all
owe our president our support
at this time of national emergency ... I also think we owe
him and his team time to figure
out what really works."
Albright also emphasized
the importance of words and
cautioned against too strong a
use of rhetoric.
"Hyperbole is like a
boomerang — it will come back
and hit you. I know; it did me,"
she said.
Albright said the United
States' strategy must be based
on rational calculations, not
emotional frustrations.
"We must remember that
what this enemy wants us to do
is either overreact or shut down
or both," she cautioned.
"There are lots of ways of
defining foreign policy," she
said, "but the simplest is to say
it is how we try to make other

countries do what we think is
best for our country.
"As the leader of our democracy, it's his responsibility to
speak to us. As citizens, it's our
responsibility to listen carefully,
because in our system, the only
true support comes from an
understanding of the challenges
we alt face together"
Albright also reflected on
what she termed her "worst day
in office" as secretary of state,
the 1998 bombings of the
American
embassies
in
Tanzania and Kenya.
"We vowed then that we
would track down and bring to
justice those who perpetrated
those bombings ... we launched
an all-out, worldwide law
enforcement effort to identify
and apprehend those who
helped the criminals carry out
their crimes," she said.
Most, if not all, of those
directly involved with the
bombings
were
arrested,
brought to the United States,
prosecuted in federal court and
convicted, she said.
Though Albright noted that
in this respect, she and the
Clinton administration succeeded in bringing to justice the
perpetrators of the attacks, the
intellectual author of the bombings, Osama bin Laden, was
not caught.
"We launched 70 missiles at
a terrorist training camp in
Afghanistan and more at a factory in Sudan linked to the
attacks Those strikes were
based on the best intelligent.'
we had," she said.
Nevertheless, the terrorist
networks continued, which

"The Chinese," she said,
Albright said indicates "the bring suspected terrorists before
complex nature of the war we the bar of justice," she said. "probably only want to make
are in."
"We've succeeded not only in sure that they're not giving I
She also noted that the the Africa bombings, but also in green light to interference in
Clinton administration was the 1993 World Trade Center domestic affairs, which in Ihiir
criticized for not using enough explosion, the shootings at CIA case means they want us to stop
force against bin Laden in 1998 headquarters and the sabotage talking about Tibet and not
make it difficult for them to conand then hitting what some of Pan Am Flight 103."
thought was the wrong target
Despite these successes, she trol their own Muslim popul.i
said, "As the events of Sept. 11 tions. The Russians might want
in Sudan.
Though Albright speculated show, there is clearly so much us to stop talking about what
they're doing in Chechnya, tinthat there will be much less more that must be done."
Drawing on her experience Pakistanis want support in their
domestic concern for killing
innocent civilians considering as secretary of state, Albright struggle over Kashmir and less
that over 5,000 American civil- said current Secretary Colin L. pressure to restore democracy"
With alt these concerns, she
ians were killed in the Pentagon Powell faces the challenge of not
and
World
only putting an said, it is important not to forget
international other foreign priorities. Albright
Trade
Center—6 6 —
•
.
coalition against specifically pointed to the need
attacks,
she
terrorism to give Africa assistance.
noted that "If As the leader of our
She also said that not all
we carpet bomb
countries who side with the
a country as
for
a
United
States will want to
some commenadmit so publicly. Therefore,
'
*
«
long time.
tators have sugtO US.
Also impor- nations should, she said, be
gested, we will
tant to remem- judged on their actions and
lose important
international
— Madeleine Albright ber, she said, is not their words.
On the economic side,
former Secretary of Mate that
"Some
support"
the
countries in giv- Albright emphasized
Albright said
importance
of international
i
^ %
ing support to
her last two and
and
national
banking
systems.
us
are
not
doing
a half years in
office proved to be trying, so without asking for something "A lot can happen positively
when national banking systems
specifically because the admin- in return."
"The hugeness of this disas- understand that they can play a
istration "received serious credible threats against our diplo- ter actually provides an atmos- key role with strict ... rules
matic missions and personnel phere in which the options cho- against money laundering
sen will have more domestic With their help, we can put a
almost every day.
"There were weeks I lived in and international support. But noose around bin Lad^n's 0KB
dread of the next phone call," we have to remember that the nization and any other
she said. "1 knew that no matter tools still fall into the same groups," she said.
Albright termed force the
what our precautions, we could three genera) categories: diplonot protect everyone every- matic, economic and military," most powerful tixil the United
States has, especially since the
where all the time and still do she said.
Concerning the diplomatic threat of force alone may someour jobs. We did all we could ...
category, Albright noted a few times work.
at the time.
In addition to the main cate"Around the world we have countries she believes will lend
combined law enforcement their support with important gory of tools America can use,
she said, "We must use what
with diplomacy in order to American concessions.

democracy, it's his jEg ^
responsibility to speak W"" „

MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
Spend one hour a week with a child
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in an elementary school near you.
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
(540) 433-8886
or e-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

might be seen as a subset of
diplomatic tools, that is, careful
investigation, counterintelligence and law enforcement. In
many ways ... international
police work."
As to comparisons between
the terrorist attacks and Pearl
Harbor, Albright said, "There's a
huge difference. In Hawaii we
were bombed by the clearly
marked airplanes of an enemy
nation possessing armed forces
in a country with defined borders. The victims on Tuesday
were different than the soldiers
and sailors killed at Pearl
Harbor. They were not participants in a war as we have long
understood the term. They were
caught up instead in a new kind
of confrontation that will both
mark and mar the new century."
During the course of her
lime as secretary of state, she
said, "One thing I'm sure of is
that I learned humility ... what
stands out most in my mind is
that we couldn't accomplish
all that we wanted, and so
while 1 never stopped believing in American leadership, I

learned humility.
President
Bush
and
Secretary Powell, she said, "are
continuing what will be a long
struggle against terrorism ... In
humility, 1 say, may they use
their time wisely."
Albright then fielded student questions, including questions about U.S. policies in Iraq
and Fgypt.
As the Mth secretary of stale,
Albright had the distinction of
being the first woman to hold the
office, making her the highestr.mking woman in U.S. history.

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Harrisonburg Baptist Church imiu'.s
you to join our college ministry:
Sundays 9:45 a.m. - Sunday School
Sundays 11:00 a.m. - Worship
Sundays 6:30 p.m. - College Chorale
Wednesdays 9:00 p.m. - College Late Night
Barbara Hollowell. Minister of Scudontl
David Williams. Minister of Music

A Child Is Waiting
http://home.rica.net/bigbro

J01 South Main Street • 433-2456

•Just 2 blocks away from JMU*
www.harrisonburgbaptist.com
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Officers reprimanded
after U. Arizona riots
\\\ ARLK SARKISSIAN II
Arizona Daily Wildcat
An officer suspected of
NluH>ting A University of
Arizon.1 student in the eye
with .i U-ssth.in-leth.il buliet
will be punished along with
seven other police officials
Involved in the Fourth Avenue
nots on April 2.
Detective Michael Mare will
racttVf .i written reprimand for
using non-lethal weaponry
without authorization.
t. >ttu i.ils suspect Mare shot
University of Arizona student
)erT Knepper with a less-thanlethal bullet following UAs 8272 loss to IXike in the NCAA
National Championships.
Knepper filed a S3 million
claim against the city for the shot
that resulted in the loss of his eye.
The advisory board, which
met prior to Tucson Police
Department Chief Richard
Miranda's report on (he riot,
blamed I.I. David I.eolaud for
acting out of policy when he
Maimed
less than-lethal
.1 mm unit ions to unqualified
personnel, including Mare.
Miranda Mid it was not
I t'olaud. but two sergeants who
wen to blame
c apt. Thomas McNally will
also receive a written reprimand
tor ignoring I direct order from
the commanding officer to
move in
McNally reportedly took the
entire situation into his own
hands and misinterpreted information given to him by the commanding officer, who told him
to respond to the situation
before it got out of hand.
The report states McNally

asked Miranda several times to
be held accountable for the
actions of his command.
One student said he wasn't
--.itisticd
with the
police
response. "Instead of admitting
their faults, they're just excusing their actions," junior Chris
Neenan said.
Tucson Police Department
officials said they will continue
conducting an analysis of the
night to answer other questions
relating to how the department
handled the riots.

-iiPeople took it too far,
doing things like
burning someone's
house...
— Andre Calderon
U. Arizona sophomore

Miranda
said
police
response to the riot was slow.
Officer! were || Bret instructed to allow the celebration to
continue until the party got
out of hand.
Police dogs and tear gas
were also used to control the
unruly crowd.
The next thing you know,
people started flipping over
cars and women started exposing themselves," Miranda said.
"We should have responded to
that earlier."
One student said police
reacted quite well considering
how the behavior of the crowd

progressively broke
down
throughout the evening.
"People took it too far, doing
things like bunting someone's
house, a mobile home — the
police handled it well," sophomore Andre Calderon said.
Miranda commented on the
use of police dogs.
"Dogs were a concern," he
said "They were behind the officers protecting their backs, but
the potential for using dogs presents itself as a danger
Alcohol also became a factor in the riots after hundreds
of patrons converged on the
popular street from surrounding bars.
Miranda
says
although
enforcing a "no drinking" policy
would be illegal for any future
event similar to the NCAA
championship, officials are looking at other ways to have more
control over the crowd and alcohol consumption.
"We'd like to work with
Fourth Avenue business owners and put an event together
and allow people to celebrate.''
he said.
He said the result of TPDs
actions at the riots has provided
a chance to learn.
"We'd like to analyze this as
much as possible so that this
doesn't happen again,'' he said.
I le added that the effort the
community has made in the situation was crucial.
"1 think there are a lot of people who were involved," he
said. "Students, businesses and
the police departments have
done a real good job of analyzing the situation."
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"I've been making the
mistake of turning to The
Breeze's opinion page
since the recent outrage..."

LkLU N.

junior
see story, page 10

CHRISTOPHER KULIK
BREEZE READER'S VIEW
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EDITORIAL

President proves himself to nation
Who would have dreamed
after the problematic and
controversial Election 2000,
that 91 percent of Americans
would support the way that
George VV. Bash has handled
the recent terrorist attacks,
according to a Sept. 21
Washington Post article?
When one considers that
Bush barely scraped by
with a win in the presidential election — and some
would perhaps argue that
he didn't win at all — it
means that many non-Bush
supporters have hopped on
the Bush bandwagon, at
least temporarily.
It seems like an eternity
ago that a (lag burning took
place on campus — Jan. 24.
2001 to be exact The individuals involved decided to
burn the flag "in response t< I
the recent presidential inauguration of George W. Bush
and the present political climate in general,' according
to a flier they distributed.
And while those specificindividuals involved may
still not support Bush, more
people than ever do and are

increasingly looking to his
leadership for guidance
and comfort.
Thursday, Sept. 20, Bush
addressed a joint session of
Congress ana the nation, not
alerting the country to any
new information, but rather
pro v i d i n g
nimself as a — £ £
rock they can
look
to for
strength, a picture of confidence
and
political grace.
He spoke of
justice,
freedom and support. He was
applauded by

those who watched, eight of
10 said they liked what Bush
had to say. While many of
his words were not his own,
shaped by the advice of
Cabinet members and military advisors, tailored in the
craftsmanship of professional speech writers,
viewers
watched and
supported as
Congress SUXKI
and clapped.
Behind the
scenes,
government officials and military personnel
are scrambling
to
find
answers and
make decisions, but as a
scared and unsure country,
some seek a single figure to
stand up and say all the right
things so they know they are
safe and that the country is
not in danger. Some doubted
that Bush would be able to
rise to the occasion, but so
far, the American people are
hanging on his every word.
This may not last. It is

... viewers watched
and supported as
Congress stood and
clapped.

i ongMwathe

eloquently spouted condemnations and plans for military diplomacy. For the first
time, instead of posing criticisms about Bush's lack of
military background, the
general public appears to
tnist and support nis role as
commander in chief.
According to the Post,
eight out of every 10 people
watched the speech, and of
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apparent,
as
military
reservists are called to service daily and Bush calls for
the United States to "fight
for freedom," that a war is
most likely fast approaching
Some anxiously await
what they feel is due.
Others protest that war
only perpetuates the cycle
of violence. Like any war
situation, there will never
be 100 percent support of
military action. There will
be positive results and negative ones, for those hungry for revenge may cringe
if it's their brother drafted
to ten Ice, their sister lost
in the ground combat military personnel speak of.
When the reality of war
sets in, Bush's 91 percent
approval will most likely
drop, but, hopefully, the
country will continue to
stand united, whatever the
future
may
bring.
Hopefully,
Bush
will
remain
a
symbol
of
strength for Americans,
making
decisions
that
truly are for the good of
the people.

Editorial Board:
Amanda Capp
Managing Editor
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On Aug. 13, 2001, I knew
thai my lime had come. My
bags were packed, my debts
were paid and all my work
was done. I had just completed four years of military service and was preparing myself
for the 15-hour plane ride that
was going lo lead me inlo the
next stage of my life. I've been
waiting a long time to go to
college. And now with a 4.0
C'.PA and over 70 credits to my
name, I knew that I was more
than ready.
I knew that I was prepared
to go on that road to becoming
a filmmaker, which is what
I've always wanted to be. I
had no idea that in 28 days my
life would look like it was
going into reverse.
When I joined the U.S.
Navy on Sept. 15, 1997, it was
a more than a difficult decision. I graduated from high
school with a D+ average and
going into the world with no
chance of getting into college
f had no idea (as with many
people at this stage) what
exactly I wanted to do. I was
practically an unknown in
high school, so I didn't have
many contacts that would be
able to help me.
One day I received a call
from a Navy recruiter who
explained in detail about the
service. At first I was not
interested, but when he mentioned that I would be travelling to many countries, as
well as receiving a college
fund to use whenever I
wanted, I was won over. I
knew going overseas would
be a challenge, particularly
after I travelled to Europe
one summer and was able to
see four countries, including
staying with a family on an
island in Denmark.
I didn't realize at the time.
that mv commitment to the
service was something more
than serving as an ambassador
in a foreign country. It was
peacetime all throughout my
time in Sasebo, Japan, where 1
was stationed, and all that was
on my mind during that time
was doing my job and having
fun at every country my ship
travelled to. I travelled to,
among other places, Australia.
Hong Kong, Korea, Thailand
and Singapore. I worked as an
electrician, watching the generators and
motors that
moved the ship All I knew

was that when I finished my
time, 1 would go back to
school and start my life over
from where I left it.
JMU was one of only three
schools I wanted to attend, the
other two being the University
of New South Wales and
MacQuarie University, both in
Sydney, Australia. I arrived in
Harrisonburg on Aug. 23,
ready to begin my classes,
make a lot of friends and make
a name for myself in the community. It wasn't until the
tragic
and
unforgettable
events of Sept. 11, three days
before I was officially leaving
active duty, that I learned the
true sacrifice I had made
four years ago when I signed
my contract.
I was both shocked and
upset when the attack happened, mostly due to the fact
that I had just started a new
life here and that I may have
to put all of it on hold if I'm
called to fight those responsible for the attack on the
United States I know the last
thing I want is to go to war
and fight; however, after hearing dozens of people on radio
and television losing their
loved ones, I was beginning to
have second thoughts. I've
been active in America's
mourning, and even more so
because I was worried about
my niece and nephews, who
were going to school close to
the Pentagon when it was
attacked. Now, maybe the time
has come for me to live up to
my true promise in the Navy,
which is very simply to "support
and
defend
the
Constitution of the United
States of America, against all
enemies foreign and domestic."
I haven't received a phone
call yet, which is making me
more nervous with each
passing day. All I want is for
my family, my friends and
the university to know that,
if called back in to the military to help fight the terrorists responsible, that I will
live up to my promise to the
military to fight, and possibly die, for my country. My
heart goes out to all those
who lost their loved ones in
the attack on Sept. 11, and I
will make it my duty to make
sure no other lives are lost
and that our country keeps
its freedom.
Christopher Kulik is a junior.
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"Some doubted that Bush
would be able to rise to the
occasion, but so far, the
American people arc hanging on his every word."
see house editorial, below

THOMAS MARIER
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Dart...
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to the car full of raunchy tykes who called some
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Pat...
A "what .i ihasauMk idea baby" pat to the
group who made the double feature of "Austin
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on the Quad Friday night.
From an Austin Powers fan who MM (< bit skeptical
about spending her Friday night on the Qiuul but hitil a
very gnxny time.

Dart...
A "hope-you-have-a-nice sweater-now" dart to
the professor who couldn't wait for the symposium
on the Middle East to end before starting to knit on
stage. Way to show respect for your colleagues.
/ POM | student who HM among the many that were
distracteit from trie SpetktT In/ vour uuAnhty to control the
urge to knit.

Pat...
A "way to never give up" pal to my friends in
South View who decided to keep the party going all
night long after being rudely interrupted twice by
the cops the other weekend
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there in flying it WM one ofllie tflrt /iirfies Wl been to.
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Tbpic: What annoys
you most about the JMU

campus?
"Girls wearing lube tops
at D-hall, especially
witching them expand as
they eat.

James David
senior. SMAD
"Freshmen.
They've
become a real problem."

Jennifer Surface
senior. SMAD
"Wanna-be renl-a-cops
from Parking Services xoho
won't let me park on
sidewalks."

Travis Clingenpeel
senior. English
,
H
*

FROM THE WIRE

Columnist explores Robertson's accusations

1

Breeze\ Edition

*'

I. KING

"Vie fret that the Modular
buildings are so far away.
/( makes me sad and
lonely."

Jeanine Gajewski
junior, SMAD

The Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
brought out the worst in televangelists Pat Robertson and
Jerry Falwell. Three days after
hijacked jetliners slammed into
the Pentagon, the World Trade
Center and the Pennsylvania
countryside. Robertson posted a
statement on his Christian
Broadcast Network (CBN) Web
site announcing that pornography, rampant secularism, the
occult, abortion, the absence of
prayer in schools and insults of
God "at the highest level of our
government" had sent the
Almighty over the edge.
America
was
attacked,
Robertson asserted, "because
God Almighty is lifting His protection from us."
Appearing on CBN's
"700 Club" the day before
Robertson's blast, Falwell
had also cut loose.
I .ilwcll (who you may recall
feared that Tinky Winky the
Teletubby was gay and out to
damage the moral lives of children) singled out homosexuals,
supporters of abortion rights,
pagans, the American Civil
Liberties Union and People for
the American Way as groups to
blame for the Tuesday massacres But a day later, facing a
Rnttorm of criticism, Falwell
backtracked. Libeling his own
comments
niM-nsitive,
uncalled for at the time and
unnecessary as part of the comment on this destruction,"
Falwell said he blamed no one
but the hijackers and tefTOftMl
for what happened.
Robertson, who joined
Falwell's blame game during
the show, ("Jerry, that's my
feeling") cut and ran when it
hit the fan "Severe and harsh
in tone" was how Robertson
characterized pal Falwell's
remarks in a later press
release. "Totally inappropriate," he later said during a
"Fox News" appearance.
Well, the Rev. Falwell has
advanced to the rear, so let's
let him be for the moment
Robertson,
however,
is
another matter. He still
thinks God removed his protection from the nation, thus
allowing our enemies to give

us what we deserve.
What's more, to hear
Robertson tell it, one of the
abominations prompting God
to hide his face from America is
this country's self-indulgence,
pursuit of financial gain and
focus on wealth
That is the subject of today's
column and the basis for this
humble question: What, pray
tell, does the Good Lord make
of Pat Robertson's gold-mining
venture in Liberia with Charles
Taylor, international pariah and
one of the most ruthless, greedy
and terror-producing heads of
state in all of sub-Saharan
Africa?
What? He didn't know?
Well it probably slipped
Robertson's mind, busy as he is
in getting people to send in
those checks, money orders and
love offerings to support his
cause. How the reverend found
time to hook up with Taylor, I'll
never know.
But in May 1999, Robertson,
through Freedom Gold Limited,
an offshore company registered
in the Cayman Islands but
based at CBN headquarters in
Virginia Beach, signed an agreement with Taylor and key
Cabinet members allowing the
lor-profit Freedom Gold to
explore and receive mining
rights in southeastern Liberia,
where gold is believed to be in
the ground.
It's .t great deal for Liberia,
which is now an economic
basket case thanks to the long
civil war and Taylor's corruption. It's also good for
Freedom Gold, which was
formed by Robertson in 1998.
Liberia — and for all practical
purposes we're talking Taylor
— gains 10 percent ownership
of Freedom Gold.
As The Washington Post's
Douglas Farah reported in
January, huge amounts of the
country's funds have been
siphoned off by a small group
of Taylor's associates and relatives. Taylor "has his hand in
everything and gets a cut of
everything," a businessman
told Vie Post. Other Liberians,
probably Taylor's gang, are
entitled to buy at least 15 per-

Taylor's complicity in helping
rebels in neighboring Sierra
Leone market diamonds to
finance terror against their government, the UN. Security
Council slapped sanctions on
Liberia: no international sale
of diamonds, an embargo on
foreign travel by senior
Taylor officials. The United
States has imposed economic
sanctions, too.
And why /not?
The U.S.-educated but
Libya- trained Taylor is a menace to all that's decent.
Ironically, it was Christmas Eve
1999 — get that Mr. Robertson
— when warlord Taylor and his
band of rebels launched their
bloody invasion of Liberia.
They took on a despot in thenpresident and former sergeant
Samuel Doe. But Taylor's crowd
turned out to be no better.
Twelve years later, with tens of
thousands of Liberians slain,
hundreds of thousands displaced throughout West Africa,
a generation of young Liberian
boys ruined by their conversion
to child soldiers, women raped
and mutilated, his country is in
absolute ruins and is ostracized
by the world community —
except for hustlers, mercenaries
and the preacher/entrepreneur
from Virginia Beach. Taylor presides over a near corpse.
Finding himself in the tightest of spots, Taylor the
Intimidator weighed in last
week on America's side in the
fight against terrorism. But his
real hope lies with deep-pocketed foreigners and
their
unquenchable thirst for a buck.
What a marriage. Can't you
see it now? Robertson, fresh
from his latest condemnation of
sin, prediction of world collapse
and visions of Liberian gold,
sports his best "aw. shucks"
smile, throws his arm around a
grateful President Taylor —
who ought to be standing
before a war crimes tribunal —
and coos: "C'mon, Charlie,
what's a little human rights
between friends?"
This column appeared in the
Sept. 22 edition of The
Washington Post. Colbert I. King
is a Post columnist.

cent of Freedom Gold's shares
after the exploration period.
In a phone interview on
Wednesday, Joe Mathews.
Freedom Gold's vice president
for finance and administration,
said the company currently is in
the exploration stage but "there
is little activity at the moment
because it's monsoon season."
He said gold has been found,
but whether it is a viable venture has not been determined.
Mathews confirmed reports
that Freedom Gold is committed to spend $15 million during
the exploration phase, but he
said it has yet to spend anything
close to that amount. The deal
with Liberia gives Freedom
Gold exploration rights for five
years, and an additional "20
years to mine it," Mathews
said. Liberia is currently collecting exploration and rental fees
from Freedom Gold; the government also will pocket royalties and rental fees once production gets underway.
Friday Fisher also faxed a
letter stating that the company
has shown it is "a responsible
corporate citizen." He cited
company-built
wells and
pumps for safe drinking water,
a free medical clinic that serves
1,000 patients a month from
surrounding villages and the
construction of roads and
bridges to reach the area.
"Freedom Gold has done more
for the people in this region in
the last two years than any
other company over the last 30
years," he said, adding that the
company intends to contribute
even more.
Taylor needs the cash. His
country is in ruins, though he
and Madam Jewel Howard
Taylor live well, thanks to sales
of Liberia's precious resources
and concession fees from foreign
investors such as Freedom Gold.
Monrovia, the country's
capital, is the pits: sporadic
running water and electricity,
hungry and malnourished children. And the countryside,
where illiteracy is up to 70 percent and fighting still rages, is
worse off.
The United Nations finally
got its back up. Fed up with
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located in Four Points Sheraton

Monday Night Football, 9:00
• Free nachos, wings, and holdogs
• Quarterly prizes, including hats donated by Legends Sporting Goods,
and Four Points Sheraton gift certificates'.
• Game playing on two big screens
• No cover

Wednesday 9/26/01
Collate MkjSt

Thursday 9/27/01
Comedy Night

Caribbean Tan
Come experience the difference at Caribbean Tan
with over 30 beds available including
cybers & stand-ups.

9:30p.m.-l :30a.m.
$5 cover

$6 cover/$4 with college ID
All you can eat wings

The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg

YOUR NFL SUNDAY TICKET
Up to 5 different games showing at the same time!

Sunday 9/30/01
Karoake Night
9:30p.m.-l :30am.

Located in the new Food Lion Shopping Center
*Must be 21 or older*

next to Little Caesar's Pizza

1400 Eul Mirkel St. • Hamsonbutg, VA 22801
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735 • 800-708-7037

433 - 9989

Good disposition, big brain,
You, my friend, look like SunTrust material.
Looking for a future filled with success? Good. Then we're looking for you. We have openings right now in our Commercial
Banking_Associate training program. Interested? That's why you should check out SunTrust. You get the Top Ten bank with
the big, impressive numbers. But you also get a training style and management approach that lets you get
actively involved from day one. So if you're looking for a world class opportunity, visit our booth at the Career
Fair on September 25th. Submit your resume through the Career Center for pre-selection. On-campus
interviews take place October 12th. To find out more about these and other
opportunities, check out the Careers section on our Web site at www.suntrust.com.
We need smart people like you.

^

*^

SUNTRUST
www.suntrust.com
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OPINION

DAVID HELFRICH

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
Judgement of opinion
section questioned
To the Editor
Ever since the massacre of
Sept. 11, I've been reading
everything I can about it.
Not from the usual sources, I
suppose; I prefer opinion
columns and editorials to
typical news reports once
I've gotten the basic story.
Overall I find most decent
opinion columns to be more
honest than your typical
Associated Press or New
York Times story because
columnists don't have to
worry about not seeming
biased. Because of my mild
opinion fixation, I've been
making the mistake of turning to The Breeze's opinion
page since the recent
tragedy, and every time I
have, it's ruined my day.
I find it unusual that
more
people
aren't
depressed by the "Breeze
reader's view" that The
Breeze finds fit to print.
While most of them are quality expressions of feeling, too
many are badly argued radical propaganda that has little
relation to reality. There
was, for instance, Peter
Cielderloos' opinion piece in
the Sept. 20 issue about the
icvfitl disasters thai said or
seemed to say these things,
among others:
1) People who slam airplanes into buildings should
not be called "monsters."
2) The World Trade Center
destruction was a "military
attack," morally equivalent
to the Gulf War.
3) Americans celebrated the
deaths of innocent civilians

during the Gulf War, just like
the Palestinians.
4) The extensive evidence
linking bin Laden to the
attack is nothing but
"rumor"
that
"almost
seems" to be perpetrated by
corporations to incite racism.
5) The attack was "most
likely" an act of "revenge,"
despite the fact that if it was,
somebody
would have
taken responsibility and
made an explanation.
6) We should not see this as
an "us vs. them" situation,
although if you read the various official Arab newspapers, they certainly do.
7) America is not a free
country.
8) Because we've done bad
things, we deserve enemies
who want to kill us, and
probably shouldn't do anything when they do kill us
9) The American flag is
meaningless.
To top it off, the piece
ends with a quote from a dictator and mass murderer.
My point is, the column
was a paranoid, ignorant,
hateful and deeply offensive
piece of radical trash that
contributes nothing to the
debate. But, so what? The
Breeze can print whatever it
wants, right?
Well, yes. I'm not saying
that any action should be
taken against The Breeze. I
am saying that its opinion
section should use better
judgement. Otherwise the
vast majority of this campus
will continue to do what I
should do: skip to the Darts
and Pats.
Thomas Marier
junior, music
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Student abroad looks at aftermath
As a JMU student and an
American studying in Paris, I
have seen mixed responses to
the latest terrorist incidents.
Being at a university that welcomes over 100 nationalities,
the reaction has been one of
diversified views and perspectives. I've heard students
expressing uncompromising
support for the United States on
one side of campus, while five
minutes later walking to my
next class, I heard a group of
students shedding anti-NATO
sentiments
opposing
the
European Union, the United
States and excessive globalization. Many trains of thought are
found in the corridors and hallways between my classes.
These ideas come from students
from all parts of the globe
bringing their respective cultural, religious and societal differences with them, strengthening
student cultural understanding.
According to the Sept. 19
edition of the Washington Post,
President Jacques Chirac of
France claimed that France
overwhelmingly supports the
United States in these affairs, as
most European Union nations
do. However, when listening to
some of the French ranting and
raving about these terrorists
who committed these unquestionably horrible, despicable
acts, I wonder how many people in France, as well as the
world, truly have a grasp and
understanding of past terrorist
acts and the origin of them.
My fellow students, there is
a monster upon us. l-et us not
be led to believe that some distant evil force is solely responsible for creating this monster.
Our own nation, the United
States, has helped to create this
monster through abusive imperialism in military affairs. The
United States has stuck its head
in one too many conflicts it
probably shouldn't. Now,

America faces an opposition
with the ability to rumble with
a superpower. Keep in mind
that many of the Taliban
weapons come from U.S.backed Islamic guerilla factions,
according to the Sept. 23 edition
of the Washington
Post.
Ironically, this could be used
against us in this "New War"
that has been declared by the
recent attack.
When will we learn that you
can't dance with the devil?
Apparently we haven't yet
learned that lesson as, according to the Sept. 17 edition of the
Washington Host, Vice President
Dick Cheney insists that the
United States will "have on the
payroll some very unsavory
characters." Can I get a collective "Hmmmmm" please? Uh,
Dick, that is precisely why
you're in this situation in the
first place. It's time to stop
pouring billions into military
funding that creates destruction and start using our economic resources to heal the
many wounds that were
caused by military irresponsibility of the imperialist powers
of the world.
Why must we follow in the
tragic footsteps of the terrorists? Do we even know who
committed these attacks? Do
we know where these people
are? Bin Laden was named the
main suspect.
Clearly, bin Laden hates the
United States and has vowed to
destroy it, but how is America
going to get at him? They've
already tried to get him before,
and failed. During the struggle
with old pal Saddam Hussein,
the United States relentlessly
attacked with air bombardments on Iraq, killing many
innocent lives, while Hussein
walked away clean and free.
Similarly, we now hear voices
of authority calling for war
and vengeance.

However, vengeance without a specific target is useless, as
was proven in the past It is
imperative that America takes
heed to past wrongs and realizes that bombing Afghanistan
will not get at bin Laden.
All this will do is create new
conflicts, bringing us one step
farther away from the distant
goal of world peace. Whoever
are responsible for these terrorist actions — these demons
should be eradicated. By all
means, let us crush them if they
are responsible. It's important
that the culprits are brought to
justice but not at the expense of
thousands of lives. Fighting terrorism with terrorism never
accomplishes anything, except
a higher death toll.
Perhaps the most disturbing observation I've made during recent event* is the presence of the media. As the
media always has projected
false images on its dishonorable quest to sell "news."
Clearly the media has outdone
itself this time. From headlines
in Paris and the United States
reading "La Nouveau Guerre!"
(the New War!) to articles suggesting World War III, it seems
as if the media wants a war out
of self interest.
They seem to be doing
everything they can to muster
conflict. Why should we trust
the media and believe what we
read? They've shown us little
reason to. I low quickly people
forget how the media instantly
laid blame on Islamic terrorists
following the Oklahoma City
bombing. In actuality, it was a
domestic, US right-wing radical group upset because the
United States was becoming
"too liberal" (imagine that).
Everywhere I hear occurrences of anti-Muslim, Arab
frejudice and racism. Here in
aris. the metros are painted
with anti-Islamic messages

reading "Li mort D'Islam!"
(Death to Islam!) Some French
people (notably the ultra-conservative Right Nationalist
Party in France) have been
unable to tolerate the culture
and religion of Islamic peoples.
Now, I fear the ignorant antiIslamic sentiments will only
increase. We must understand
that bin I-iden and the Taliban
do not represent Islam, and they
do not represent Arabic people.
It has become painfully apparent
that the world still has many
hurdles to jump on the path to
true freedom and equality, if we
are ever to get there. 1 love the
people of my nation and believe
that America hn the ability to
become the greatest country if
we can follow through with
what we are confident in.
America supposedly is a land
where all are religions, cultures
and people are welcomed with
lowl and equality. It's time we
start acting like it.
We have responsibility as
American citizens. We must
stand up and speak against our
media that too often delivers
false images to our public, distorting minds and breeding prejudice. We must speak up and
fight for the victims of racist, dts
criminatory acts against the
good Muslim and Arab people
of the world. We must collective
ly work to stop U.S. involvement
in imperialist military strikes on
foreign lands. We must un.ler
stand that U.S. actions do indeed
revobcntt around the world
and eventually, as has been so
tragically illustrated on Sept 11,
our irresponsible bombing and
killing of innocent people will
come back to haunt us. So what
will you fight for, war or peace? I
pose a question to you that the
gn»1 poet Scamb posed to us .ill
"When all things are considered,
where will vui itand?"
Davhi Iklfn.h isflBOlfor sM/i/i/ingin Fraiur

STAFF WRITER WORKSHOP

Sept. 25, 4:00 p.m. in The Breeze office
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — You may have thought you had it good before, but you ain'l seen
nothin' yet. This year could be magnificent. You have all the right conditions (or travel,
true love and the acquisition of wisdom. Don't just sii there! Make it happen! Your
career could take off like a rocket. Don't wait. Active participation in your own life is
required.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
M~
Today is a 7 - You may feel slight4|^_> I) inhibited, so lei others bo the
y^fl messengers for a while. A partner
is your best spokesperson, an
friends can make progress where
you'd fail.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^ i Today is a 7 - It soon may be pos«Btt sible to iiu rease your status and
ttW paycheck. The trick is to find a
need and fill it. A coworker could
point you in the right direction.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 10 - This should be
one of your "well" days where
you call in "well" and gel out of
work. Call it preventive medicine. If the boss doesn't go for that,
can you think of a reason to take a
business trip?

Mi
k

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 23)
Today is an 8 - Love triumphs
again! Whatever had you bothered is easily forgotten. So are old
inhibitions and your exhaustion.
You're eager to try new things and
explore new ideas - with just the right
companion, of course.

Scorpio (Oci. 24-Nov. 21)
^

j Today is a 6 - Go ahead and make
a mess at home. Sometimes it's
necessary, to get things just the
way you want them. You like to
wait till you have the whole thing figured
out but where's the adventure in that?

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec21)
_ •, Today is an 8 - Call back people
pAC you talked to earlier, to answci
^^^b questions and close the sale.
There's a friendlier, less defensive
tone to all communications now. People
are also more willing to learn.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Today is a
gfr ^ 5 - Concentrate, and don't let
Vai/3 anybody distract you. Read the
' ads, clip the coupons, surf the
Internet, talk to the neighbor's
uncle who can get it for you at wholesale.

_^
Today is a 5 - You might get that
|fe . promotion or higher-paying job
T&jEi L*ven '* you've been brutally honest lately. You might have to take
on more responsibility, though. Not a
problem? Apply! Retired?

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ -* Today is a 6 - Feel like laying
^HMT back and letting SOIIR-LXKIV els*'
^P^k direct the show for a while? That
would be fine. You know just the
person for the job. Stop fighting for control Let it go and get something better.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
.£ ^M Today is a 6 - The more you
>*Wl w,,r*>(,n your routine, the t.ister
^^M it !l go, rhe objective is to in.ik.'
^^^* each movement efficient. Be like
a well-oiled machine, cranking the
money in, today and tomorrow.

m^k
Today is a 10 - Drag out those
j^p old ideas th.it fizzled. You were
W^\ jusl ahead of your time. The
■*
same item no one wanted then
could be your best seller now - with a little twist to bring it up to date.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
.*
Today is a 6 - Should you buy a
*£%} new u,l,cl| ,,r reupholster the old
^*^ one? Should you do it yourself or
hire someone to do it? This dilemma could drive vou nuts if vou let iL

—Tribune Media SarviCM
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Coarse files
Genuine
Highland girl
Cognizant
Fitzgerald ol
song
16 Long, heroic
poem
17 Early American
political party
19 Where the heart
1
6
10
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IS?

20 Outmoded sound
system
21 Stop-sign shape
23 Glued
27
you heard?
28 Surface size
29 Evergreen
31 Kilmer poem
32 Rodeo ropes
35 Malicious ill will
37 Finale
38 Count Dracula,
tor one
40 Zig's partner
43 Flower part
44 Shock
46 Furnishings
49 Scold persistently
51 Cut with scissors
52 Transversely
54 Christmas
57 While on the
other hand
59 Organization's
emblem
60 Idiot
61 Relative by
marriage
66 Spike and
Brenda
67 Tender
68 Enjoyed a meal
69 Formerly, once
70 Unit of length
71 Wise ones
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Downcast
Warm
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

7 New Haven
scholar
8 In addition
9 Door fastening
device
10 French port
11 Most distant point
12 Singer Nina
13 Fragrances
18 Toward the stern
22 Ragged piece of
Cloth
23 Upkeep
24
go bragh!
25 Anthropologist
Margaret
26 Exhibit
30 Troy, NYsch
33 Opposed
34 Took a chair
36 NYC subway line
39 Irish Sea isle
40 Pueblo dweller
41 Surrounded by
42 Stand open
43 Most needy
45 Waldorf- Hotel
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Parrot
Thin pancakes
Swallowed
quickly
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56 Mild expletive
58 Portico in ancieni
Greece
62 Go astray
63 H.S. subj.
64 Born in Cannes
65 NFL scores

LE/1SinG HICH OFF!
Jo? OCTOBER 5, 2001
•4 Bedroom/4 Bath luxury
appartments
• Large kitchens fully equipped
with modern appliances
•Extra Capacity Washers &
Dryers in every appartment!

Awesome Clubhouse with
large screen TV, DVD, Pool&
Foozeball tables
State-of-the-art Business and
Fitness Centers
Olympic Size swimming pool

(Located off Neff Avenue
on Sunchase Drive)

442-4800

<£v Visit the Sunchase Leasing Center with Your Group and
W Reserve vour Housing for the 2002-2003 School Year!
*
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Student's struggle to balance
responsible money management
while establishing credit

Story by contributing writer Katie Holt
Photos by art director Meghan Murphy
Call it ,m inadvertent attempt to save
paper, but there seems to be a movement by college students everywhere
to put away their cash and just charge it. JMU
students are no exception.
The temptation for students to get a credit
card is fierce. With applications continuously
stuffing mailboxes and vendors on the commons offering free T-shirts upon application,
it can be hard to resist the lure.
It seems just about anyone is able to get a
card. Senior Julie Lamed, who got her VISA
when she turned 18, said she's used to getting
applications in the mail twice a week.
"I started getting |more applications] when I
started using my credit card more," Lamed
said.
Also working against students is the convenience having a credit card offers. Being
able to buy whatever, whenever and not having to worry about having enough cash is a
pretty enticing idea. However, it's this caretm attitude and spending that gets many
students into trouble. According to the Sept. 4
issue of The Btvcze. the average American student has a credit card debt of $2,478 About 13
percent have I balance of more than $7,000.
Why do students rack up such a high
debt? What an we buying? Lamed says her
card used to be |ust for emergencies, but now
■she uses it whenever she doesn't have cash.
"1 [use it a lot to| go out to dinner, and
sometimes 1 put drinks on it.' she said.
Junior Katv Kain has had her \ ISA since
her senior year of high school and she said
she mainlv uses it to tun clothes
Despite ,i tew trivolous spending habits,
many JMU students enter the world of
credit cards with good intentions.
"I got |my VISA] K) that I could st.irt
building up credit now and so that I don't
have to earn- ■ lot of cash around," sophomore Rachel Steinberg said. "My dad lias
actually ingrained it into my head not to get
into credit card debt."
Steinberg ad mi ted that occasionally she
buys clothes or music online but mainly tries
to limit her card use to textbooks. Lamed also
fully pavs her balance on time every month,
which she has since getting the card her senior
year in high school. "This month's bill was a

little off, but usually if s $50 at most,"she said.
For those students who aren't as good
about paying the bills, credit cards may seem
like a Catch-22. Card companies spend a lot
of time and money promoting the benefits of
establishing credit but rarely explain the little
glitches like interest on unpaid balances and
late fees on bills not paid on time. This is
when students get into trouble.
Kain said she usually doesn't pay off her
bill in full and currently has a balance on her
card.
Who's to blame for the credit card debt
epidemic? Are credit card companies corrupt
monsters that prey on innocent children just
leaving the comforts of their parents' money?
Or are students spoiled brats who have no
concept of responsible money management?
Maybe both sides are a little at fault.
Many credit card companies do offer assistance in responsible money management.
Capital One is a popular financial corporation issuing bank cards to thousands of customers, including students. Its Web site, wwwxapitalowxom, offers
honest tips on how to be an intelligent card
owner. Some of these tips include promptly
paying bills to keep finance charges as low as
possible and always paying at least the minimum amount due on or before the due date.
They also suggest creating a realistic budget
and staying within it.
Lamed says she tnes to monitor her spending. "I don't really plan ahead or am thing,
she said, "but I try to be as frugal as possibk*"
VISA's student VNeb site, taauvet^tudnttxam,
also otters credit advice. It strongly recommends
keeping track of purchases made with your card to
.ivoid impuk* pureluses
Credit cards don't necessarily have to be a
battle between good and evil. Establishing
credit at a young age is actually beneficial for
future financial purposes. Your credit history
lists \ our credit cards, how much you owe,
how timely your payments are, and can be
reviewed by landlords, employers and car
loan companies. They are also extremely useful in emergency situations.
Steinberg said she is glad she has her card.
"I actually think 1 save more money with it
because when I have cash, I spend it."

p\ of your credit report to see thai the information

Credit Card DOs and DON'Ts
I compare your credit card receipts to your monthly
statement to ensure that the information is correct.
DON'T delay in dealing with errors on your statement.
Contact the company immediately
DON'T share your credit card or receipts with anyone.
DO report your credit card as lost or stolen as soon as you
notice it's missing.
DON'T share your credit card number over the phone unless
led.

DO i

.un your credit card numl

Is whicl
DON'T allow merchants to copy information off of your
dil card when using it as identification.
DO be sure to sign the back of your credit card upon reci
ing it. Also see that merchants are looking at that signature.
DO keep a list of your credit card account numbers and
phone numbers in a safe place in case a card is lost or stolen.

■

— Source: www.capitciUmc.com
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Deutsche Banc Alex. Brown

Take your next big step
Deutsche Bank is dedicated to being the best financial services
provider in the world. We endeavor to use our breadth of
experience, capabilities and financial strength to create value for
our shareholders, customers, employees and society as a whole.
This year, our profits have doubled to €4.95 billion, thereby
achieving the best results in our history to date Clearly this is a
very exciting time for the firm and now more than ever we are
seeking to recruit the best and most talented from top
universities around the world.
Please join us to learn about career opportunities
in Information Technology and Operations.
Corporate Presentation
Thursday, September 27. 2001
630pm
Sonner Hall. Reception Hall
More information about our exciting opportunities can
be found on our web site at www.db.com/careers
Deutsche Bank « an Equal OppoMunny Alternative Action employer t M/f/D/V I

Teamwork.
Leading to results*

Deutsche Bank

0
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your kids will
^M need a good
laugh!
TWO WEEKS LEFT TO GET YOUR
YEARBOOK PICTURE TAKEN!
September 24-28
October 1-5
September 24-27
September 28
October 1- 5

Taylor 302
Taylor 202
PC Ballroom

Mon. 1p.m.-5p.m.
Tues.-Fri. 9a.m.-5p.m.

* B
1 he (Milestone

$5 sitting fee, $1 more to reserve a copy
Cash and Checks accepted.
Questions? Call Allison at 568-6541
or email <the_bluestone@jmu.edu>

___
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■ Surf 'N Turf
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The latest Web site
picks are in. Don't surf
home without them.
PMBM

more at

w

u n vi tluiwinxpaul.com
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"1 feel Salsarengue is a good
exposure to Hispanic culture."
JESSICA PIERCE

junior
See story below

Is bedazzle back?
July 15, 201)1, on the phone with a tnend:
Friend: "I got my Bedazzler finally." (excitement)
Me: "Cool" (rolling my eyes)

Counov of DAVID LEE/Mi»umai Iitoo
A sneak preview of the romantic comedy 'Serendipity,' (tarring John Cutack and Kate Becklmale, was screened at
Qratton-Stovall Theatre Saturday night. The film premieres nationwide Oct. 5.

Surrender to 'Serendipity'
BY RIAN GRAY

contributing writer
Do you believe in fate?
What about destiny? Maybe
thai you have a soul mate? In
"Serendipity," all of your
questions about these mystical ideas are intertwined in a
story that is sure to make you
reconsider what you do and
do not believe.
A
sneak
preview
of
"Serendipity,"
the
latest
Miramax love story, was shown
at Grafton-Stovall Theatre
Saturday night. In the film, television producer Jonathan
Tracer, played by the famous
indie love-story actor John
Cusack, coincidentally encounters Sara Thomas, played by
Pearl Harbor starlet Kate
Beckinsale, in a Bloom ingdale's
department store Christmasshopping nightmare. The two
by "chance"(or was it?) grab
thcs.imi> last p.nr of black cashmere gloves, which immediately sparks their lengthy chase.
After
spending
the
evening discussing reasons
why they were destined to

meet, Beckinsale reveals that
she believes it was fate and
that if they were meant to be,
something will bring them
back together.
Events occur throughout
the evening that tear the two
apart leaving them with only
two chances of
meeting
again: a book and a five-dollar bill with their numbers on
each.
Predictably, time passes
and the two arc engaged to
others on separate coasts.
Something happens to each,
though, that makes them
wonder that seemingly endless question: "What if?" So
begins the pursuit.
Beckinsale has given up
her idealistic lifestyle of fate
and destiny, so it seems, but
Cusack has not. The two
search high and low for
answers, clues and ultimately,
each other.
Adding flavor to the
comedic side of this romantic
comedy are Molly Shannon
and Jeremy Piven. Shannon
and Piven play best friend

roles to Beckinsale and
Cusack and don't approve of
the pursuits.
Although Shannon provides her usual best friend
humor, as seen in the Drew
Barrymore
draw
"Never
Been Kissed," she is constantly out-quipped and humored
by Piven's unique sidekick
style. A delightful addition to
the mix, Piven routinely
spouts off one-liners and
funny-but-true realities about
the situation.
As always, Cusack is stellar. He constantly has proven
in past movie roles like
"High Fidelity" and "Grosse
Point Blank" that he deserves
respect and admiration as a
major
Hollywood
player
when it comes to leading
roles in romantic films. The
success
of
"America's
Sweethearts" stepped him up
to the national level for those
who did not know Cusack
before, but "Serendipity"
should now secure his position with Hollywood's leading men.

Not to be overshadowed,
Beckinsale reveals the more
humorous side of herself by
discarding the serious character she played in "Pearl
Harbor." Her true English
accent brightly shines and is
a warm combination with
Cusack's witty lines. The two
have astounding chemistry,
and although their scenes
together are short, the way
they passionately search for
one another engulfs audiences' emotions to constantly
root for the two to finally
find each other
The plot is full of hearttwisting scenes of coincidence and ironic situations at
every turn. Although the
story
follows
the basic
"love/loss/love again" template, the overall feel and
idea of chance and destiny
make this a thought-provoking film. "Serendipity" will
undoubtedly join the likes of
"Pretty
Woman"
and
"Sleepless in Seattle" as a
great masterpiece in the
romantic comedy genre.

Cool-Aid
Relief efforts for the
terrorist attacks continue on JMU's campus
as WXJM sponsored
Cool-Aid, a fundraising
event at PC Ballroom
Wednesday, Sept. 19.
Thinking Out I.oud of
Northern Virginia and
Richmond's You Are
The Drum performed
at the concert.

My friend's five words quickly transported me to a bygone era. I sure wasn't feeling nostalgic though. All of the
sudden I was flashing back to what I like to think of as the
height of '80s ready-to-wear fashion: loud colors, superbleached jeans and pegged pants. (Oh, and 1 don't mean to
brag, but I pegged my pants better than all the other kids in
my third-grade class. Surprised?)
Most importantly, I recalled a time in the '80s when women
young and old found themselves "bedazzled." Can you blame
them? 1 remember commercials of rhinestone-encrusted shirts
that one could easily make at home. Who wouldn't want that?
I remember an infomercial showing the entire world how they
could cut fabric into a flower shape and then bedazzle it onto
a sock, instantaneously creating high fashion without sewing a
stitch. People could use this fashion tool to inject silver studs,
gold studs and gems onto their clothes and best of all, they
didn't fall off in the washing machine.
Now, flash forward. Years later the Bedazzler is back. Thanks
to 'N Sync and Justin Timberlake, it is not only back but has
crossed gender lines — I will admit though that I have not seen
any JMU students sporting this trend yet (except for one alumnus
who immediately pointed out that his pants weren't bedazzled,
but that the silver studs were sewn on).
I admit I questioned a Bedazzler comeback. I mean really, do
we want to live through that ordeal again? In any case, my
friend, with a double major in fashion design and marketing, is
always eyeing the latest fashion trends and uses the phrase
"that's hot" a lot. My fashionably progressive friend reassured
me that it was the next big thing. I, of course, still had my
doubts, while I mentally went through my wardrobe thinking of
pieces that would be suitable for Bedazzling.
Incidentally, my summer roommate's girlfriend visited that
weekend. At first glance, I knew her fashion sense could not be
justifiably ignored. That night we were going out to dinner
with friends and she asked my roommate what she should
wear. He just said the place wasn't too dressy but trendy
nonetheless. With that she changed and made her outfit debut:
vintage short-sleeve shirt with sandblasted jeans.
The look had an interesting twist; she was bedazzled from neck
to ankle. The shirt had random silver bits that cascaded into a sea
of silver metal that seemed to form a puddle at the bottom of her
shirt. Her jeans featured huge silver bedazzled triangles resting on
the flared part of her jeans. In all honesty, I thought it looked great.
I think I even blurted out a "That's hot."
This epiphany led me to accept the Bedazzler. I thought to
myself, perhaps certain '80s trends are pretty hip. I had this
upbeat, bedazzling attitude until I got home. My friend excit-

A - fashion- nado

by senior writer
James David
edly showed me a fashion project: jeans that originally hadbeen dark denim and very simple now had bleached "cow
spots" and an almost blinding amount of bedazzlers on them
I went from being "Bedazzler gung-ho" to "Bedazzler no-go"
in the matter of seconds.
"What do you think?" my friend asked. I just smiled and nodded my head. In the spirit of adventure, I tried bedazzling. Months
before, my favorite jeans had gotten a hole in the back pocket. The
hole turned into a little tear. The tear turned into a 6-inch long rip.
1 was going to repair the rip and counter this downward spiral with
a fabric patch attached by bedazzlers.
My friend suggested I specifically use denim patches
because "that's hot." In no time at all the hole was patched up,
and it looked pretty cool. I put them on and it still looked pretty cool. Then I sat down and guess what happened: a bedazzler
bit me in the butt, then another one did and then another.
Sharp metal had attacked my right butt cheek.
1 changed out of them, ripped the patches out, folded my
jeans up and have not worn them since. My advice: run, don't
walk to your nearest craft store and buy a Bedazzler. They are
about $20. Just because my experience was disastrous doesn't
mean yours has to be.

The dictionary defines fashion as "that which looks nice to wear."
Hi. I'm fames David. You may remember me from suc/i memorable
Breeze moments as "Beyond the 'Burg" and "The D in D-Hall is
for different."

D \W M M t. nunhuliriK fhuti^toittwr

Spicin' it up with Salsarengue
BY GARRET MILLER

contributing writer

PC Ballroom was transformed into a celebration of
Latin dance, music and culture
Saturday night by Salsarengue
Sponsored by the I atino
Student Alliance, Salsarengue
is a dance party that aims to
promote latino culture. The
music primarily was focused
on traditional 1 atin styles like
merengue, salsa and bachata,
along with some sprinklings
of hip-hop and nggM.
Spinning at the turntable
was |)J IX-nnis ol Washington.
D.C.'s Coco 1 OCO'f, Tin' Spot
and ( How nightclubs. I )ance lessons for each of the particular
styles of Lit in musii were pn>
vided for the first hour oi llie
event, helping students learn a
variety ol authentn movM
Among the many students at
Salasarengue lor the tir-t time

•

was senior Rob Montgomery. "I
latin dancing and came to
thought it would be cool to Hi
strut their stuff. "My parents
something new and eye opening
started taking me Latin dancon how a different culture celeing back home, and the
brates their music," he said.
Salsarengue is one of the closMontgomery, who took part in
est ways to duplicate that
the dance lesexperience,"
sons and picked
senior Tasha
up some of the
Ma in v ie I le
basic
moves,
said. Others,
felt the demonwhile not so
stration
was
familiar with
enjoyable
as
the dancing,
well as educastill came to
tional
junior
experience the
Venis Foreman,
diversity.
junior
Juan
I
feel
Salsarengue III
Kuilan, KflMV
Kosiinna Ortiz
good exposure
and freshman
— Rob Montgomery to Hispanic cuiCana
Rojas
senior ture,
junior
taught
the
Italia Pierce
dance lessons
J5
said. LSA, forSome
stu
merly known
dents who were at the dance
as Club Latino, seeks to bring all
needed no instruction as they
I lispanic JMU students together
to pmmote their culture on camwere already experienced in

/ thought it would be
cool to see something
new and eye-opening
on how a different

culture celebrates
their music.

pus and to the Harnsonburg
community. According to LSA
recruiter Ortiz, the point of
Salsarengue is to promote and
educate students about the culture. "Dancing is just one small
part of it - tonight we'll teach
people how to dance our music,
and in the future LSA will do
other events showcasing the
importance of latin culture and
the club's involvement in community service," Ortiz said.
An estimated 150 to 200 people attended Salsarengue and
the most participants ever partook in the dance lessons.
Money raised fn>m Salsarengue
goes toward other club events
like Celebracion l.atina and
helps to sponsor additional
LSA programming for the rest
of the year. Funds also go
toward charities on local and
national levels, like Boys and
Girls Club and
National
Venezuela FUxxl Victims

DAVE KIM/«immbulmg phtXirgrapher

I
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-M* Sawhill Callcry: The Art Director's Club of Metropolitan
I u.ishuiKton: .sand Annual Show" — Mon.-Fri. io:3oa.m.-4:30
p.m . Sat. & Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m.. free
I * Zirkle House Galleries: Printmaking and mixed-media by
I Chu Mouras and art work by Jason Teasley in Artworks Gallery.
I photography by .linger Hamilton and work by Rebecca Eagan in
I Other Gallery, "Looking for Paradise" by Ken D. Ashton in New
l Image Gallen* — Mon.-Thu. noon-5 p.m., Fri. k Sat. noon 1
I p.m., free

— RoSM —
I* JMU .la// Knsemble and Mm Band. Wilson Hall. Wed. 8
Ip.m.. S* at door
I* Madison Brass. Wilson Mall, Thu. 8 p.m.. $2 al door

—riovies—
* Urafton-Stovall Theatre: 'Sexy Beast" Wed.- Thu.. "Tomb
Raider," Fn.-Sat. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.. $2
* Regal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: "Legally Blonde." "Planet of
the Apes," "The Princess Diaries." "Summer Catch." S5 before 6
p.m.. S725 after. Call 434-7107
* Regal Cinemas 14: "America's Sweethearts." "American
Outlaws." The Animal." "The Curse of the Jade Scorpion,"
I "American Pic 2," "Hardball." "Jeepers Creepers," "O," "Glitter"
■Rod Stir,* Two Can Play at That Game." "The Glass House."
I J.i\ tod Silent Bob Strike Back." The Musketeers." The
Others," "Ral Race," S5 before 6 p.m.. S7.25 after. Call 434[7*61
compiled by Danielle Maupai
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Just mousin' around
Bv STE GRAINER
senior writer
ivzvzv.imdb.com

imviv.dancingpaul.com

If you consider yourself a movie
ive ever wondered who
played the lead in a movie you Jfke. I
'B is a site to remember
The Internet Movie Database is^a e,re, source of information for
anything cinematic, whether yoi
lo/king for upcoming moviesshow times, cast lists, quotes,
[trailers or DVD informatu
And while that may sound li
that's just the tip of the
berg - you'll be hard-pressed
ind a movie it does not have .
least a modicum ol informant bout.
Usefulness: 4/5
I iitcrtainmenl: 3/5
Appearance: 3/5
Ease of Use: 4/5

For pure entertainment value, you should check out
DanangPaulcom where you can make Paul dance in a variety of
different ways. Add in lights, different music, background dancers
I scenery for even more fun Dancing I'aul is a great way to
r yourself up when you're feeling down or to entertain your|for a tew minutes between classes.
ulness:l/5
nt: 5/5
arance: 4/5
e:4/5

www.doivnload.co,

Warning: This ilih ml A Oil faint TTHieart or easily offended.
II1111 ijMMilllfiiiiilil
\ on the IntemeOfcat believes that Bert
fsiovable roommate from Sesame StreerV is. in reality, evil.
They'veazathered photos and documentation toYittempt to prove
^Sesame Street innocence is merely a cdver for his nefarious lifesrue. " you have a healthy sense of saAasm, be sure to
check out mis site.
L'scfulness5075
Entertainment: 5/5
Appear,
75

When you need soft
tut anything, CNet's
Ditniloadxxim is prob.il
to look. Easily seariJiHMe
but also divided into
;oncs. f"tu can find whatevep^oftware
you might quickly n
or brow s»- io MV all the options With rat
ings. reviews and lots, other useW^informarion, ydu^rf*e able to
find the best softwa
f the |ol' in 1
Usefulness: 5/5
Entertainment: 1/5
Appearance: 3/5
Ease of Use: 3/5

bertlbert.htm

wwiv.fracta

%adgetgiiru.com/

wiviv.ivebbyawartls.
The Oscars of Web sites, t
'ebby Awards honor Web sites for
achievement in numerous
.'gories ranging from health and
f mam ■<• to humor and weird
awards are annually given out to
sites chosen from a group of
■minees by the International
Academy of Digital Arts and Scie
Usefulness: 3/5
Entertainment: 4/5
Appearance: 4/5
Ease of Use: 4/5

Looking for a new. amusing gadget' Tfic Gadget Guru reviews
technological wonders ranging froo»/f)VD players and digital
cameras to portable deadbolls and eddtomi/cd toilets. Featured on
the Today Show" and in many jtWga/ines and papers across the
nation, the Gadget Cum hasmide a name for himself by making
it easy lor consumers to,#H5wtonew products.
Useful
I„,uL
Appearance: 4/5
Ease of Use: 4/5
NATE TH ARP/ contributing arlhl

Have movies desensitized us to real tragedy?
BY TODD WEISER

Michigan Daily
I his js something you see
in a movie."
Sept. 11, Americans were
shocked to turn on their television sots and see horrific images
of destruction, disaster and
tragedy without the comfort of
a movie preview surrounding
them. These images were not
computer graphics; they were
really happening. But how long
did it take most people tor this
to really sink in?
Eyewitnesses and others
who helplessly watched the
recent tragic events live on
television could not help but

express disbelief at what
their eyes were conveying.
The images of the World
Trade Center towers being
struck and later collapsing
have in the past seemed more
suitable for the world of bigbudget action movies than
for real life news shows.
Going to movie theaters
every weekend, viewers see
people die. They see buildings,
ships and airplanes blow up
with
people
in
them.
Sometimes, we even cheer when
these events occur. However,
most of the time we just gape in
awe at these amazing, fantastical images presented on the

screen. This is entertainment.
Instead of worrying about all
the loss of life in these special
effects, audiences stare in astonishment at these events, which
could surely never happen. Yes,
the White House blew up in
"Independence Day," but that is
just science fiction, right? The
White House will last forever.
Audiences have also seen terrorists hijack the president's plane
in "Air Force One" and terrorists rampage New York City in
films like The Siege" and "The
Peacemaker." As a result of
these films, the images that are
now playing on TV stations
everywhere are not as extraordi-

nary as they could be.
Destroying popular monuments and buildings in
films has become a trend in
Holly wood. The World Trade
Center and the Pentagon are
two of the most visible
American monuments that
have not received any abuse
in recent disaster films. But it
is (or was) possible that a
dim in the future could have
had an image of the World
Trade Center imploding or
the Pentagon being attacked.
In fact, the setting for the
finale for "Men In Black 2,"
currently in production, was
not only supposed to be the

World Trade Center, but
these scenes had already
been shot (The ending for
this film has since been
changed and will be re-shot).
Now, the question being
asked is if seeing buildings
blow up in movies almost
every month has desensitized
people to the real life images of
this tragedy and others like it.
Never has such a national dis.istcr had more images than
the recent attack on America.
This time there are not just pictures of the attermath and of
the rescue effort. And there is
not just one piece of footage of
what happened like in the case

of the JFK assassination and
the Zapruder film This time
there were a myriad of amateur photographers shooting
the incident with their video
cameras. On the day of the
incidents, CNN and other stations kept showing viewers
new images and angles of the
planes entering the buildings
and of the eventual collapse.
We saw video from people
standing at the foot of the towers as debris comes rushing
down upon them. Then they
would show a new angle of the
crash, but they would slow it
down so we could examine
see FILM, page 17

Tin;

A Safe Place
To Explore
Who God Is:
EveryStudent.com

IVIR HAD QUISIIONS ABOUT 000, BUI DIDN'T WAN! 10 IAU TO ANYONE FACE TO FACE ABOUT THEM? WELCOME 10 THE
INTfRNf T THE NEXT TIME YOU SPEND HOURS ON THE WEB, WHY HOT TAKE ONE MINUTE TO SEE WHAT IT SAYS ABOUT GOO.
EVERYSIUOEMT COM IS ABOUT WHO COO IS AND WHAT IT'S LIKE TO KNOW GOO DOES A GOO EXIST? WHAT IS GOO LINE?
WHAT ABOUT EVIL AND SUFFERING? WAS 1ESUS GOO? PIUS FREE STUf F, A PLACE TO EMAIL QUESTIONS, AW TAIN ABOUT
SEX. DRINKING. RACE, HOW TO DEAL WITH HAND TIMES, AND OTHER LIFE ISSUES

< Available

fe

S

RECOMMENDS"1,^w^
"A strikingly clever and funny btxik with a
passion tor ideas, for language, and for the
rich tragicomedy of life."
—Sunday Telegraph

WHITE
TEETH
ZADIE
SMITH

Told in a style that magnificently captures
the colloquialisms and cliches of the 1930s
and 1940s, The Blind Assassin is a richly
layered and uniquely rewarding experience.

"Eggers's book, which goes a surprisingly long
way toward delivering on its self-satirizing,
hyperbolic title, is a profoundly moving,
occasionally angry and often hilarious
account."
—Sara Mosle, New York Times

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.
BOOKSTORE

Earn Free Books!
See store for details
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Film numbs America
FllM,from page 16
every split second before
impact. America watched in
horror and awe. These images
told the brutal truth of uli.it
happened that day and they
were indisputable. Yet, while
watching these pictures, many
could still not believe what
was happening, and they did
not want to. Could it be a bad
dream? Could it be scenes
from a new movie? But that
fateful answer kept filling their
heads, "No."
Seeing images of violence
and death on movie screens
and on cable television has
made these pictures almost
common place for Americans,
especially younger people who
have never experienced or witnessed such a national tragedy
before. However, a tragedy of
this magnitude must elicit
deep emotions in any viewer.
Young people, like college students all over the country, have
only seen scenes of destruili.n
on this kind of level while at
the movies. Moreover, no in.it
ter how many films you have
watched, you have probably
never seen horrific images this
real before. No, the images do
not contain blood or gore but
the loss of life is still evident
and undeniable. That is not hjsl
an empty plane entering an
empty building, people's lives
are at danger, and people knew
this while watching. While it
may be true that countless
Americans
have
become
desensitized to many images
that appear on the news e\vrv
day, when a tragedy of this
scale occurs no one can remain
unresponsive. You cannot dis-
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Not your parents' party

count these events as normal
news Unlike the images that
are viewed in America's theaters and are e.isilv forgotten
days later, the sight of planes
colliding into these towers will
Dinner parties aren't just ment, we had such a good
everyone via e-mail and by 6
never leave the memories of for our parents. In fact time, and vowed to continue
p.m. we knew approximately
everyone who sat by their telethey're perfect for college holding them.
how many people were comvisions |,ist luesday.
students. It's an opportunity
My roommate and I have
ing over.
The future of Ameru.i ,nul
to have a good meal, socialize altered the "potluck" theme
Delegating the responsithe actions it will take against with your friends and meet to include a main dish with
bilities of who will bring
the people responsible for the some new people.
sides and dessert. A full dinwhat to the party among
attacks is in question. At the
At a dinner party, raising ner, if you will.
friends makes for a greater
MOM lime, the future of cnu'iii.i
your voice above the music
Having people over for chance of a success because
and the images it portrays may and yelling into someone's dinner doesn't have to be a
everyone gels to take part.
also be in limbo. There will now ear to find out a name, major
well-planned ordeal requirFortunately for us, we
have to he a certain sensitivity or year just doesn't happen.
ing lots of preparation. We
have about a billion plates
and
self-censorship
in
It's much more personal and
didn't decide to do it until
and utensils, so entertaining
I lollywood movies not only to relaxed, so the conversation
help their hlms he successful
is better, even after a couple
but also out of respect for all glasses of wine. Not to menthose who lost their lives in this tion dinner parties serve as
disaster. This carefulness will
fantastic pre-parties.
not last torever and Hollywood
This weekend my roomwill ultimately return to showmate and I decided to throw
ing extreme acts of violence that a parly. We didn't get a keg or
may draw comparisons to the set up speakers in the living
ii,cnl ,'ccnts; though this may
room.
MOD insensitive, it is actually
Instead of clearing our
just the country moving forfurniture out to make room
by senior writer
ward and recovering.
for an apartment full of peoWhile remembering the
Meghan Murphy
ple, we set up a long,
past avtntf and the people
makeshift banquet
table,
involved is very important, it complete with candles, table
cannot dominate America's cloths and flowers. We threw
thoughts forever. Going to the an impromptu dinner party about 11:30 the night before.
a large group of people is relmm ics will be a diversion for that had all of our guests
My roommate took about
■lively simple However, we
people and a way to enjoy life commenting on how much
15 minutes to make a fruit didn't have enough wine
again. The movies have fun they were having.
salad, while I spent no more glasses. So we asked our
always been an escape (or
It wasn't exactly your run-ofthan an hour making a baked
friends to bring some. When
people from their daily trouthe-mill party. We drank wine pasta dish and some stuffed
borrowing, you'll just need
bles. During these difficult
instead of beer.
mushrooms.
One
friend
to remember what things
times, they may become even
I can't take credit for the brought a salad, another
belong to whom.
more important for main
idea of having a dinner brought cookies and one
Don't let having a dinner
Americans as people try to party. The tradition was
picked up an apple pie from
party stress you out. You
put their grief behind them
started by another friend
Costco. Everyone else just
should enjoy yourself It can
and spend enjoyable times who had a couple of potluck
brought themselves or a botbe just as fun setting up for
with their families. There will dinners last year. Every time
tle of wine.
your guests as having them
be entertainment, again.
we all went to her apartMy roommate invited
over. Don't feel compelled to

Dinner parties pair food, friends in pleasant atmosphere

The Undergrad
Qourmet

Carousel
Stained
Glass & Gifts

^"'Collegiate
Stained Glass Panels
We can special order
your favorite colleqe team.

Register for Saturday
make it-take it classes
or beginner classes.

•PAYDAY EVERY FRIDAY
"VERY FLEXIBLE HOURS
"WORK FROM 4-20 OR MORE A WEEK
'MAKE FROM $7.00-$8.50/HR
•BUILD YOUR RESUME
'OFF EVERY HOLIDAY A BREAK
(unless you want to work)

Itnique hand made gifts

unJergrailffiiurnwif^hiirtiuiil.iiim

We understand students
schedules and needs!
Come by and apply today!

AES Temporary Services
370-C Neff Avc

785 R. Market St. llarrisonburR
Tui's-Sat 10-5 or by appointment

Send recipe ideas,
questions, column
suggestions
and tips to:

Temporary Services
433-9033

DAYS AND EVENINGS.

434-3433

spend a lot of money either.
Pasta dishes are a cheap and
an easy way to feed your
guests and Wal-mart has
decent flowers for less than $4
There really is something
satisfying about the last few
minutes before your guests
come over. When you're lighting the candles and your place
dances with the aroma of
whatever food you've decided
to make, you know you're in
for something special.
Our guests stayed for
three and a half hours and
we knew that we did something special and successful.
What was even better was
the fact that we didn't even
have a specific occasion or
reason for our celebration.
The next time you consider having a party, don't
immediately start collecting
money for a keg. Consider
spending your $10 on food
and flowers and having your
closest friends over for dinner. I promise you won't be
disappointed.
Until next time, Bon Appetil!

The ONLY job to have in the 'BURS!

JMU and the Peace Corps

1961-2001
40 Years of Service
Are you ready to join the hundreds of JMU Alumni who have served as
Peace Corps Volunteers? Then slop by one of our information tables and
talk with a Recruiter to learn more about "the toughest job you'll ever love."

confidence, pride,

[grit]

Tuesday, September 25th

and plenty of time
to shower before calculus.

Study Abroad Fair

JMU Career Fair

Ham -3pm
PC Ballroom

lpm -5pm
Convocation Cental

In Aimy ROIC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff

Upcoming October Events

Stutl that builds character and discipline. Not to mention

Monday anil 1\iosday. October 15-16
Mnteiview Day. Service Fait, Infoimation Session

muscles You'll also learn how to think on your leet and be
a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out
mote And get ready to sweat a little

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

'Tn !«• Interviewed, complete an online application by Oct 1 at WWV
t Kathy Shuler. JMU Coordinator On-Campus Interviewing Program at 568 6229 or
shule!k©lmu.edu to schedule an interview

Continue the tradition of excellence
Join the Peace Corps and redefine your world

See what wc have for you!
Contact MAJ l«veal 568-3633

www peacecorps gov * (800) 424-8580, option 1

Syotfigfit
On...

"Examining
the American

melting Pot"

with
Linda Chauez
Tuesday,
September 25,

Mouse, Queensrychff (live),
Kiriir'sx.
TimelessLHank Williams Tritrute

2001

Grafton-Stovall Theatre
7:00 pm
TREE!

i Low low everyday prices on new & used CD's
• New large and giant posters in this week!
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Through tier •lions ■• President ol (he Center lor Equal Oppiotunity. and former Director ol the Convtission on Ore
H«jhls lino* Ch»v»j «as recoil*/ honored by Ihe Library ol Congren «<h its "Unrig Legend Award • Her «wrt
can sMo be seen In prMkglous publications, such as Ihe Was Street Journal and tie Wajhsigton Posi In her book
Out ol the, Bamo: toward* New Poutcs ol Muparsc AsamUlnns. Chavez explores the progress and
achievements ot Hispancs and examnes issues of Minguai education immigraiion. annmatrve action and more
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Low-rise pants: How low can you go?
What it takes to wear them, their staying power and the reason behind their succuss
Lu-LlBN TAN
The Baltimore Sun
Somewhere between the
n.i\ i-l Hid the nttfwr regions lies
BY CHLRYI.

fashion's laftasl frontier
It's th.it i.int.ili/ing swath
of flesh between cropped top
Mid hip-hugging |e.ins, a sensual strip that's gained
prominence .is waistbands
have inched farther south
than ever before.
This flesh-flashing trend
itartod with Manah Carey
cutting off the tops of her
jeans and continued with
teeny poppers such as Britney
Spears
and
Christina
Aguilera stepping out with
their taut lower abs exposed
all summer.
"It's the new erogenous
zone," said Kal Ruttenstein,
senior vice pa*sidcnt of fashion
direction at Bloomingdale's.

"Everybody is showing off tummies and belly buttons from
Paris to Saint Trope/, to Milan,
and low-cut jeans are the jeans
of the aeaaon."
The reason for this new form
of flaunting, some say, is simple.
"We've been seeing cleavage for years — cleavage is
nothing," said Phillip Bloch, a
Hollywood celebrity stylist
whose clients have included
Jennifer Lopez and Halle
Berry. "With this, it's forbidden, it's taboo, it's like, 'Ooh,
what's under there? How low
can you go?'"
If recent magazine pictures
of scantily clad starlets are any
clue, the answer to Bloch's question appears to be: The lower
the better.
Stars from actress Tara
Reid
to
singer
Jessica
Simpson have been pho-

tographed at awards ceremonies and spotted on talk
shows donning pants so
low-slung that hip bones
are in plain view. And
everyone from artists on
music videos to club hoppers has been
spotted hiking
her pants down
and pulling her
underwear up
to achieve the
exposed-thong
effect.
"With
any
kind of exposure,
once you see a lot
of it, it loses impact," Mid
David Wolfe, creative director
for the Doneger Group, a New
York retail consulting firm.
"We got so used to the idea of
navels, and we've exposed just
about every other part of the

6 4-

human anatomy in the name of
sexiness. We have very little
left to raise an eyebrow.
"This is the second-to-last
resort, I guess," he added, "the
last resort being full frontal
exposure."
And
with
stores such as
Bebe
and
Levi's still filling racks with
low-rise offerings,
the
Bloomingdale's lower belly is
likely to make
--J y
continued
a
appearance
through fall and beyond.
The biggest advantages
of the low-rise look are it
visually
lengthens
the
torso and has a slimming
effect. And, by picking a
short or long top, women

Ws the new
erogenous zone.

— Kal Ruttenstein

Why walk all the way across campus when you can simply stop by the
HHS building Rm. 2007 for your health concerns.

can control the amount of
skin they bare.
Maggie
Winkel,
merchandise
manager
for
women's apparel at Levi's,
said the company designed
the
low-rise
line
in
December after seeing girls
on the street mimicking
M.iiKIII Carey by cutting off
the tops of their jeans. But
sales didn't soar until this
summer,
when
Levi's
launched its TV ad featuring bellybuttons singing
"I'm Coming Out."
"Low-rise is about an atti
tude," Winkel said. "We
have them from size 1 to size
13, and if you have the attitude to wear it, you can pull
it off. It's about being sexy
and really feeling sexy and
feminine in a pair of jeans."
Some, however, disagree.

Bloch cautioned that the
look can be hard to wear if you
have a fleshy lower abdomen.
"You can't have a lot
hanging out" he said. "A little bit hanging over is cute,
because
women
usually
have a little bit of a paunch;
they don't naturally have
flat tummies. But you don't
want stuff hanging over the
sides."
Women attempting the
pelvic flash should remember that the look works much
better when they're standing
up. So, when sitting down,
adjust yourself to be sure
that your belly isn't drooping over the top of your lowslung pants.
Also, if you're going to go J.
I mv, consider it vour dut\ to
make an appointment for a bikini wax first.

Hours
^*-«M-F, 12-4 PM
Sto b and see us or
P v
call 568-1645

New!!!
University Health Center Nursing Satellite
A cooperative vcntuir I otweon the Department ol Nursing and the University Health Center

Tattoos and Piercing
Professional, Sanitary, Sterilized implements
Original Tattoo Art Drawn by
] Award Winning Tattoo Artist John Jones
Experience the Difference ! and
( Bring this Ad in for 10% Off )
Located inside THE LOOK - Corner of University Blvd. and Reservoir St.
Call: 433-3322
We accept M/C and VISA

www jmu.edu/hcalthctr

Looking for something
exciting to do next year?
Then stop by the. . .
JMU STUDY ABROAD FAIR

Mirror, Mirror

TUESDAY
11a.m. -3 p.m.
PC Ballroom

A Journey from Self Loathing to
Empowerment

Meet with representatives of the following programs:

An examination of
eating disorders,
body loathing,
and body image
for men and
women

"As a survivor myself, it brought
back emotions I had lost touch
with. I think everyone can relate
to something Jessica says,"
-Amy G., Purdue University

a program by Jessica Weiner

Tuesday, September 25
7 PM Wilson Hall
Free, everyone is welcome
Sponsored by the EveryBOCTY's Beautiful Committee, University Health Center and
the Leslie George Foundation
Questions call 568-3503

Semester in Paris
Semester in London
Semester in Florence
Semester in Salamanca
Summer in Martinque
Summer in Ghana
Ben-Gurion University
The School for Field Studies
Boston University, International Programs
The College of William and Mary
Denmark International Studies
American Intercontinental University
Center for Global Education at Augsburg College
School for International Training
Center for Cross-Cultural Studies
AustraLearn
Institute for Study Abroad, Butler University
Center for Education Abroad, Arcadia University
Summer & Semester International Internships
Council Travel
the PEACE CORPS
and more!!!!!
Sponsored by the Office of International Programs
Hillcrest East, 568-6419, internationalrajmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intcrnational
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■ Inspirational Moments

"I just hoped we would come out and improve on
the things we've been working on in practice."

The top five inspirational
moments in sports according to
junior Dan Bowman

field hockey coach

SM

PORTS!
•B-E-A-T
Men's soccer lakes care
of Seahawks
The JMU men's soccer team shut out the
University of North
Carolina - Wilmington
5-0 Sunday at Reservoir
Street Field.
Senior Carl Younis
scored two goals for the
Dukes.
JMU is now 3-2-0 and
1 -0-0 in the conference.
Volleyball falls
to W&M, beats VCU
The JMU volleyball
team lost to the College
of William & Mary
Friday in Williamsburg.
The
Dukes
then
rebounded Saturday
with a win against
Virginia Commonwealth
University in Richmond.
Women's soccer ties
Va. Tech, shuts out ODU
The JMU women's
soccer team tied Virginia
Tech 2-2 in double overtime
in
Blackaburg
Thursday.
A goal by senior Katie
McNamara tied the game
at 1-1. Junior Deanna
Saracino gave JMU a 2-1
lead, but the Hokies came
back to tie the game.
The
Dukes
also
defeated Old Dominion
University 1-0 Sunday in
Norfolk. '
Red-shirt junior Teri
Joyce scored the only
goal, improving JMU to
a 3-3-1 record.

Thursday. Sept. 27
- Men's golf travels to play
in the McLaughlin tournament in Farmingdale, N.Y.

F|ELP

- Field hockey hosts the
University of Richmond
at 7:30 p.m. at Bridgeforth
Stadium.
- Volleyball takes on
Hofstra University in
Godwin Gym at 7 p.m.
- Men's soccer takes on
Florida Atlantic in the
FUI/Bell South Classic in
Miami, Fla.
- Women's tennis competes at the Virginia Tech
Invitational.

Saturday. Sept 2°
- Football travels to play
the University of Maine.
- Volleyball hosts the
University of Delaware in
Godwin Gym at 7 p.m.
- Men's and women's
cross country compete at
the Roy Griak Invitational
in Minneapolis, Minn. The
men's U team compete) In
the George Washington
Invitational in Manama*

I

See story bajow

^KEY

Dukes blank Mountaineers 8-0
Forchetti scores three goals in five-minute span in win over Appalachian State
BY BRET OLIVERIO

contributing writer
It could have been easy
for the [ML) field hockey
squad to overlook the
mediocre Appalachian State
Mountaineers (2-3), but senior captain Traci Forchetti
would not let that happen.
Forchetti and the 20thranked Dukes shut out the
Mountaineers 8-0, Friday at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
The offensive attack started early when senior Amy
Ziegenfu-^ KOfed just two
minutes into the game.
Forchetti then went on a tear,
scoring three goals in the
next five minutes. She completed the hat trick on a
rebound shot with 10 minutes Mid 13 Mconda left in
Lhfl fir»t half.
After two heart-breaking
overtime losses earlier in the
sr.i-.on, JMU head Coach
Irene Horvat knew this was
a game that had to be won.
"Going into the game we
did not know much about
them," Horvat said. "1 just
hoped we would come out
and improve on the ttlingl
we've been working on in
practice."
The Dukes opened the
second half up 40 and had
no intentions of letting up.
The offensive pressure continued with junior Elize van
Ballegooie scoring twice on
penalty-corner plays early
on in the half
"We practiced finishing in
the circle all week and obviously it paid off," van

Ballegooie Mkl

Red-shirt freshman Alissa
Santanna added another
goal with 18:46 left to play,
and red-shirt freshman Amie
Hutton put the finishing
touches on Appalachian
State, scoring the eighth and

final goal with 6:14 left to
play in the game.
JMU dominated every
facet of the game. The Dukes
took 31 shots on goal and
had 18 penalty-corner plays.
Red-shirt
junior
goalie
Kiernan Raffo did not see
much action Friday night, as
Appalachian State only
attempted five shots on goal.
Raffo collected her third shut
out of the season.
Appalachian State coach
Patience Harrison was surprised at the Dukes' firepower.
"It was a very fast and
aggressive game," Harrison
said. "We came into the
game knowing we could
win, but their offense was
too much for us to handle."
Although disappointed at
the loss, Harrison thought
her girls played decently.
"We are a very underestimated team with a lot of
young players," Harrison
said.
For Horvat and her team,
this game served as an additional practice before they
reach the meat of their
schedule.
"We got in a lot of girls
who usually do not see too
much time," Horvat said.
"They came into the game
and played exceptionally
well."
On Sunday, the Dukes
lost to No. 1 ranked
University of North Carolina
3-1 in Chapel Hill, N.C.
With just over one minute
left to play and the Tar Heels
ahead 3-0, sophomore Dana
Weaver scored the lone JMU
goal on an assist by freshman Heidi Beck.
The Dukes fall to 4-4 on the
season with the loss to UNC.
JMU returns home to face the
University of Richmond
Friday at 7:30 p.m.

ROBERT WKTTlphMo r.litor
Senior Tract Forchetti moves the ball down the field during Friday's win over Appalachian State
University. Forchetti had three goals In the 8-0 shut out over the Mountaineers.

DAN BOWMAN

THE PEN IS MIGHTIER

Moments that changed sports forever
5 MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPORTING
MOMENTS IN AMERICAN HISTORY
Keri Strugg Sticks the Landing
Keri risked her health and possibly her
entire career by taking her second
vault jump with a highly sprained ankle

Lance Armstrong Wins Third-Stralghtl
Tour de France .,«§
Lance shouldn't have been able to ride
after being diagnosed with testicular
cancer in 1996

Blllie Jean King beats Bobby Riggs in
"battle of the sexes"
King's victory over Riggs In1973 proved
that female athletes could perform on
the same level that male athletes did

"Miracle on Ice"
- Men's golf continues play
in the McLaughlin tournament in Farmingdale, N.Y.

IRENE HORVAT

story below

Friday. Sept. 28
- Women's soccer hosts
the
Bruins
of
the
University of California Los Angeles at Reservoir
Street Field at 7 p.m.
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The U.S. beat Finland 4-2 to seal a gold
medal and prove to the world that
heart and determination can take you
anywhere you want to go

#5) Keri Strugg sticks
the landing
Talk about performing
under pressure with an injury.
Forget Willis Reed or Kurt
Gibson; Keri Strugg definitely
takes the cake. Although the
1996 U.S. women's gymnastics
team already had clinched the
gold medal, Strugg. who was
not aware of that at the time,
risked her health and possibly
her entire career by taking her
second vault jump with a
sprained ankle. Strugg stuck
her landing to secure her place
in history, and an inspir.ituin.il
moment for Americans everywhere (not to mention I li'.nn
picture on a Wheaties box).

#4) Lance Armstrong

Jesse Owens Takes on the Nazis

wins

Owens proceeded to take home four
gold medals during the Olympic Games,
but more importantly proved to the world
that the Nazis weren't invincible

Jackie Robinson

For breaking the color barrier for
all baseball players A. ■ g^ ^%

Jim Valvano and N.C. State
Helped put the term "March Madness
on the map and Into the mainstream
CINDY TINKER/senior Mint

There are many momenls
in the sporting world that
changed the face of athletic
competition for the better.
Although I am. by no means,
an expert in sports history, I
have created a countdown of
what, in my opinion, are
without a doubt the top five
most inspiring performances
in sports history, along with
two additional honorable
mention moments.

,

third-straight

Tour de France
Lance Armstrong shouldn't
have even been able to ride
after being diagnosed with testicular cancer in 19%. Instead,
after a year-long recovery
process, Armstrong in 1997
was diagnosed .is earner
free," allowing him to concentrate once again on his cycling.
And boy did he ever. After
three-straight Tour de Francevictories from 1999 to 2001,
Armstrong truly earned Ins
place among inspirational Ith

letes throughout history. His
comeback in the final eight
stages of the 2001 Tour de
France proved that there is
nothing more powerful than
the motivated human spirit.

#3) Billie Jean King
beats Bobby Kiggs in
"battle of the sexes"
Although it was only an
exhibition match with no
money or titles on the line,
Billie (ean King's victory over
male tennis player Bobby
Riggs in 1973 proved that
female athletes eould perform
on the same stage and at the
same level as male athletes.
King's victory opened the door
for a number of toda\ s leniale
athletes such as Mia llamm
and I isa Leslie, making her an
inspiration not only to female
athletes, but to all athlete'. N ho
have ever been discounle.l .is
not strong enough, not fast
enough or not good enough.
#2) "Miracle on Ice"
"Do you believe in miracles?"
announcer
Frank
Cifford shouted in the final
seconds of what would go
down as possibly the greatest
upset in sports hlftory I lie
U.S. men's hockey team w.isn t
supposed beat Team Russia, let
alone win the gold medal in
the 1980 Winter Otyoipici
However, a miraculous goal In
Mike I ruzlone With ten nun
utes remaining broke a I I lie.
and eventual!) sent the .e\
enth-seeded Americans into

the

championship

game

against Finland. The United
si.ileshe.it I inland -1 1 lose.il ,i
gold medal and prove to the
world that heart and determination can take vou anywhere
you want to go.

#1) Jesse Owens wins
four gold medals in '36
It was tough enough to live in
the United States as an AfricanAmerican in 1936, let alone make
a trip to Nazi Germany. But
that's exactly what |esse Owens
did, and the atmosphere didn't
seem to intimidate him one bit.
Owens proceeded to take home
four gold medals during the
Olympic games, but more
Importantly earned a multi-cultural victory over the forces of
oppression and hate characteristic of I litler and his Third Reich.

Honorable Mention
— Jackie Rotimton: My lirst honorable mention nod goes to
l.nkie Robinson for breaking the
color barrier for all baseball player- In a time when it was unacceptable to be a black athlete on
a uiofelfllunal stage. Robinson
broke through with the Brooklyn

Dodgem on April 15,1947.
— Inn Viiirinio and North
fnd Slak: My second honorable mention goes to the
great 'Jimmy V,' |im Valvano
and the 1983 N.C Slate basketball team Hie Woltpack's upset
of
the
highly
favored
University of Houston
t ougars tor the national championship helped to put the term
"Maidl Madness" on the map
and into the mainstream.
/'nil BMOTMM 14 ii lli'lli'r
i ,r'iu Jcvs a horri-
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Rams play spoiler to 14-game win streak
RAMS, pom page 1
a 58 \.ir«l shovel MM t»' |unior
i.iiih.h k Bnmon * Soine.
('n tecond and g«aK howev,1 junior Uilhick B.J. Minor hit
the n>;ht si«1<- oi the lint- A Ram
InvKuker j*ot his hand on the
hall, which sprung loose of
Minor and into the hands ot URI
aafety I anoo Small Small found
daylight hut was finally tracked
down just inside ]MU territory
by
freshman
quarterback
K LaytOfl Matthew! The damage
had Ki'ii done as the wind was

out of theJMU sails.
After a heroic stop on fourth
and short by the JMU defense at
their own
37,
Matthews
attempted an ill-advised pass
across the field and had it
picked off. The very next play
would seal thrir mi as Ram
quarterback Vince Nedimeyer
found Curtis I iorne open down
the left sideline for a 36-yard
touchdown and the 16-12 win.
The turnovers committed
were the buzzword Saturday
night, the elder Matthews told
hi*. tiMin attrrwards.

"I thought we turned the ball
over 197 times in the game."
Matthews said. "I told the kids
when you rumble the ball you're
going to lose. Period."
In addition to Minor's fumble, senior fullback Robert
( arson lost control ot the hall on
a punt return late in the third
quarter. Matthews had two
passes intercepted on the
evening and a third negated by
offsetting penalties
"He was trying to make
something happen, and like
most young quarterbacks that

}llf| leads to more problems,"
Matthews Mid ol his son.
The younger Matthews i otn
pleted nine of 17 passes tor I *2
yards and OM toudldOH n strike
to sophomore receiver Alan
l laniM n Matthews waa lacked
just twice despite being under
constant pressure from the
Rams' defensive front.
URI rushed its (our line
men against seven JMU Mockers, and the Dukes still couldn't get Matthews enough time
to
throw
the
ball.
' When seven can't block

DAVE KIM/i "Mnliulmv plutogrof/k I
Junior Quentin Collins is brought down after intercepting a Vlnce Nedimeyer pass and returning It 17 yards to the URI 24.
Freshman quarterback Clayton Matthews found sophomore receiver Alan Harrison on the next play for JMU's lone touchdown.

four, it's not a good deal." <■ lotal
said 'We need to work on pass
protection; our quarterha. k's
Kick then- running tor his hie '
Coach Matthews Mid that
Rh<xte Island's defensive front

dominated the nine, prevent
ing the I hikes from executing
their game plan of using the
play-action pass
"We couldn't get the ball
thrown,"
Matthews
said
t bwtCfl was running tor his life."
Two of IMU's ecorea came
from the foot of ftvshman Burke
(ieurge. who connected on the
hrst two field goal attempts of his
collegiate caavr. GeGTflB usurped
the starting kicking job from
senior Mike (^kn'er who failed to
connect on two field givils and an
extra point against the University
of New I lampshire
Matthews said that while he
and his staff had been looking
forward 10 starting his son in
the canceled game against
Florida Atlantic University, he
wouldn't blame the layoff for
his team's performance.
"I think you have to credit
Rhode Island," Matthews Bald
"At some point someone's got
to aay mey are really good."
Midway through the fourth
quarter with the JMU offense
sputtering, the Dukes' coaching
stall elected to pull starting
quarterback red-shirt freshman
Matt LeZotte off of the shell ft ■
the first lime since suffering ..
separated shoulder in his col legtate debut against Elon
University Sept. 1.
l^eZotte faced the same pressure as Matthews and on his
third snap was hit hard as he
passed over the head of freshman receiver Fahir Hinds
le/otte rolled over anil kicked
at the turf in obvious pain. He
favored the same lett shoulder
that had been injured and at
press time the extent of the
injury was unknown.
"It was a calculated risk,"
Matthews slid. "VU- were trying to
get something going irffensh cly:"

(loins said that I eZone had
bean pressuring the coaJnng
stall to let him play, and there
just came a time where the team

needed its starting quarterback.
Coins did not think that
I^Zotte had suffered the same
injury that had set him out for
the previous three weeks.
Both defenses limited the
opposition to under 300 yards
with IMU allowing 295 on the
evening. Senior linebacker
Derrick Uoyd stood out for the
Dukes, notching a career-high
20 tackles in the loss.
"I don't know if there's a
better player in the league,"
Matthews said. "He's an AllAmerican and he played like
it tonight."
For his efforts Lloyd on
Sunday was named as the
Atlantic 10s Defensive Player
of the Week. It is the first time
that he received the honor.
Senior linebacker Derick
Pack said that the JMU defense
e\ci uted great and is playing
noticeably better than they did
at UNH.
While the IXikes may be
playing better than they did just
two weeks ago, they have a
long way to go to compete
agamsl first tier veteran teams,
according to Matthews.
"We're like all young football teams, we do a lot of dumb
things," Mattthews said. "I
wish 1 could rum the clock forward two years, but we've got e
lot of babies playing.
"We do a lot of dumb things
at the wrong times."
The loss on Saturday at
Hridgeforth was the first for
Matthews in his three years in
|MU, a streak that spanned 14
games before it was brought to
a halt Matthews doesn't lend
much credit to the recently
ended home streak or the one
that has the Dukes without a
road win since that October 16,
1W9 win at the College of
William & Mary.
"We've played poorly at
home and won and played really good on the road and
haven't," Matthews said.
With that road streak at nine
games, |MU travels to the
University of Maine next weekend in an effort to get their season back on course.

7V//V lAleek "Live #r ^Aoi^heeh
Tuesday Sept.

One of the Best Ska Bands in the Land

'TriETiETASTERS"

^Jtefc**1

Tickets on Sale at Mainstreet or Plan 9 in Harrisonburg • $8.00 • Showtime- 9:00

Wednesday Sept.

"SPIRIT
Saturday Sept.

I Incredible Beggae with

& TRUTH"
World's Greatest Tribute To:

THE GREATFULUEAD"

THE SHWAG"

Feituring Former Members of Dark Star Orchestra • Tickets on Sale Now at Mainstreet, Plan 9 in Harrisonburg
or Crossroads Music in Stanton • Tickets are $10.00 in Advance, $12.00 at the Door.
Save $2.00 Off per Ticket & Guarantee Your Seat by Purchasing Your Ticket In
JMU. STUDENTS: Advance
Only at Mainstreet. Anytime Prior to the Shown Please Present I.A.C Card.
Mainstreet is Perfectly located at 153 South Mainstreet. Harrisonburg # www.Maln5treeiHock8.qom

432.9963
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N'Western holds onto fond memories

Are we
forgetting
something?

Teammates rememberfallen brother as outgoing off the field, quiet on
Bv EMILY BADGER
Daily Northwestern

!We can't think of
everything!
If you have a
story idea for
Sports
let us kno\
Call X86709
lail clingt
or
'ome do\
Ke Breeze offk
it's about JM1
sports and it's
interesting
want to kno\

Jason Wright be.ims at the
thought of Rashidi Wheeler's
patented locker room dance
and Kevin l-iwrence suppresses, a soil giggle at the memory of
his former roommate crushing
an empty extra-large pizza box
onto the top of an overflowing
garbage can.
And the time Wheeler wanted to know if l-awrence would
throw down a 20-cent contribution to pick up a roll of toilet
paper for the apartment.
"You just couldn't believe
how bogus he was at times,"
Lawrence said. "It wasn't even
humanly possible."
While scandal has enveloped
the Northwestern University
athletic
department
since
Wheeler's Aug. 3 death on the
football practice field, the
senior's teammates are starting
the 21X11 campaign remembering the details of Wheeler's life
that were lost in a barrage of finger-pointing, legal rhetoric and
media scrutiny.
"I remember him just acting
a fool in the locker room in
Kenosha," said Wright, recalling the team's annual trips to
Wisconsin for training camp.
That's the sophomore
wide receiver's first memory
of Wheeler — at least in person. The pair grew up in
Southern California and suited up for rival high schools.
Wheeler for Damien High
School in Ontario and Wright

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-7 pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. lpm-5pm

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)
432-9996
If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:

EMERGICARE
Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep Throat • Lacerations
In-house STD Testing
No Appointment Necessary

for nearby Diamond Bar
Wright's first encounter with
the man behind the two-time
MVP, all-conference, all-region
reputation came before a practice last year at preseason training camp in Kenosha.
Wheeler, then a junior,
was performing his trademark dance, a crouching,
shoulder-dipping, fist-pumping move that was later imitated by teammate Kevin
Bentley at Wheeler's Aug. 7
memorial service.
Wheeler's antics made him
approachable for his younger
teammate, and he quickly
became a mentor to Wright.
"I was scared of most people and intimidated by most
people on the team," Wright
said. "But he was one of those
people who just had a friendly smile. I wasn't afraid to
approach him at all."
Wright contributed to
Wheeler's memorial, a service
held at a packed Alice Millar
Chapel only four days after
the 22-year-old collapsed and
died during a preseason conditioning drill.
Nestled in between readings
of Wheeler's poetry and testimonies given by coaches and
teammates, Wright sang an
emotional rendition of "His Eye
Is On the Sparrow."
Lawrence, also a speaker at
the memorial service, remembers the Wheeler he lived with
away from the stadium — the
Wheeler who liked anime,

All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

played video games and always
had to win at Monopoly.
"It was always hard dealing
with 'Shidi in Monopoly
because he always wanted some
bogus deal," l^iwrencesaid.
"He was always making sure
he was getting more out of it
than you."
Wheeler's teammates don't
talk much about the strong safety as he was on the field. Caught
up in the memories of his fellow
SoCal boy's smile, Wright
paused for a moment, realizing
that there is rare mention of
Wheeler's 88 tackles last season,
third best on the team.
His quiet leadership in the
defensive
backfield
was
described by Uiwrence as the
team's "X-factor."
Bentley said: "He was definitely a big part of our success last year, and he was definitely going to be a big part
of this year."
But his teammates miss
Wheeler more as a friend than as
a fellow player.
"It was exactly like they lost
■ hrother," coach Randy Walker
said. "That'sexactly what it was.
Words can't describe the grief
that we all share together"

Unwanted Distratetion
An invitation to reminisce
about Wheeler's smile seems
like a welcome request for some
players, many of whom will be
liked to chronicle the painful
events surrounding Wheeler's
death in court.

£
[The Skydhing School of
\Choicein VA.MD&DC

Wheeler'^ mother, Linda
Will, filed a wrongful death suit
against NU and a handful of
athletic officials three weeks
after her son's death. The case,
filed in the Cook County Circuit
Court, names Walker, Athletic
Director Rick Taylor and five
other football trainers, coaches
and officials.
The suit, which does not
specify damages, states that
the defendants "carelessly
and negligently" failed to
treat Wheeler, an asthmatic,
when he collapsed on the
field. The suit also states that
Walker and his staff conducted a "mandatory" football
practice although NCAA
rules prohibit coaches from
enforcing attendance.
Will hopes that her case
will not only effect change at
NU, but also prevent similar
deaths at other schools.
Although her cause has
attracted a national spotlight,
the attention may prove an
unwanted distraction for
Wheeler's teammates.
Wheeler's death has been
given even more national
attention by the arrival of
[ohnnie Cochran and Chicago
partner James Montgomery as
Will's legal counsel, and the
Rev. Jesse Jackson as the family spokesman.
The new additions have
brought plenty of charged
rhetoric.
Before the announcement of
the lawsuit, Jackson said the NU

football program "tried to skirt
the law and the death cop
caught them''
And explaining the reasons behind the lawsuit,
Montgomery added that NU
acted with "a lack of care and
negligence that absolutely
contributed to and caused
this young man's death."
Rapid developments in
the case — evidence that
Wheeler may have taken a
dietary supplement banned
by the NCAA and the surprising announcement that
the practice was videotaped
— have almost trickled to a
halt in the last two weeks. But
the worst lies ahead for the
university.
NU is in the process of
preparing an answer to the
filed complaint, said Alan
Cubbage, vice president for
university relations. But neither party can continue the
process of bringing the suit
to trial until Will and ex-husband George Wheeler determine
who
controls
Wheeler's estate.
A hearing is scheduled in
Cook County Circuit Court for
October to determine who will
be the sole administrator.
Cubbage would not comment on whether NU would
settle the case out of court. He
also added that the university
would release no details of its
own internal investigation into
Wheeler's death until the
review has been completed.

Where Professionalism A Safety
Are Paramount.

SKYDIVE
VIRGINIA!
skydivevirginia.com

800-414-3483
WORLD RECORD Holders on staff

OPEN 7 Days a Week

Major in savings.
m

1

u. '.. ..."
MPlPlMr

CancnSQCor
ffQt MC C*nco< am

Buy more. Save more.
Buy any Mac and receive a free Lexmark color printer*
u\ md utherchargej not included).
Ni i\i - the IIIIK- u p buy four Mac. They're fast, easy 10 use, and
loaded with features Express yourself by creating your own
M i k■- i se ulna i" rip MP3- from your favorite CDs, or
burn custom CD- Knh.ni, e vour writ with procliu liviiy
.incl graphics software. And slure files with anyone
I he IK nclii- .iclcl up-iusl like the -.niiig-

•'*n|wt^»n»^«^»W^'.i*^f»Cfrl>^'*l>"M«'^W^I*"'^«*'^''S«r^tM»<lS.f*«clrl«W«

Save even more when you also buy these great products:
Canon /.Kill or /His MC Camcorder. HP Ms Digital Camera. Handspring Visor
Edge Handheld, and Rk> 6O0/32MB MP3 Player For each prcxluct you buy, you'll
I JUKI instant rebate
[khe advantage of ipa tal -indent pricing You can even gel an Apple
Instant l.c un f >r Edui an< III Buy .IIHI saw online at the Apple Store for Education:
www .ipple lorn education More, call H0O-7SO-50O9. or visit ihcJMU Bookstore.

Otter good between July 18, 2001. and October 14, 2001.

I ft, «..■•<!>*.U I" MJ-<!»*»< |1»- VW.*ll»C«Mr* /-'I... k*OT«
.**..«». J». I. „*i.***l**W*'.-**• » '«tr...*f«-.«W|—.<■

»

Authori/txl Reseller

•F.xcellenl Safety
Record
• 75+ Years
Instructional
F.xpenence
•skydive Virginia
has taught more
people than any other
center in VA or MD
— there s a reason
lor that
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Know More
TODAY!!
Taylor Rm. 400
7 p.m.

Make A Difference.
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SSLLrLL£L2S
FOR RENT

leant. Sweaters, Sweats, Shirts,
Moral Gift A Thrift. 227 N Main.

Country Mom* • 10 minutes from
campus BAB charm, great rates.
Booh now for football games, fall
colors. Homecoming, and parent
visits.
visit our website
intramoniebsnab.com. Booh now
for a slay to remember

Quean Futoa/Covar/Fraene •
e*cellent conrJuon, $250 Also nave
Das* $25 Draaaar. $30 QUMA
Boa Spring/Frame • $25. Call
4388151

Spring Sublease | MdfOOffl In
GmgerbreaO House $290, S
months Call 4334790
FwmUlid b+tu,, i m Aaaniiiaiil
near campus. 1435/month
through May 2464571

FOR SALE
Epson Stylus 740 Printer - 1 1/2
years old Groat condition. New
color cartridge included. ISO. OBO
4323345
Cuslam Ruga for Sal* - All
colors, prices vary for different
sues $25 00 $75 00 Call
JoAnn. 4333477
1993 Bulth I* 5Rb»/Custom
4
door, excellent condition. $3,900.
23*9974.
NorrJIctrach Shi Machine for Sal*
Paid $600: will sell tor $175.
Can 896 5364 or email.
rodarmmeVymu edu.

19M Urns tC-400 ■ Blach/buxh
with gold trim and an options. 92K
miles, in excellent condition.
Comes with a 120K mile or 1.8
year warranty. $19,995. Can Drew.
4339263.

HELP WANTED
Maintenance Heap Wanted • $8 00
per hour, experience in property
maintenance helpful (painting,
grounds worh. power tools, etc.).
Flexible
hours.
8336104.
hhnemrantOaol com
Frataraitlas, Sororities. Cluas.
Student Grouts - Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy CampusfundraiseYcom 3 hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications Fundraising
dates ant Mhng QuKWy. so can today*
Confacf Campua'undraisar.com
ai 8889233238. or visit
wvvw. campusfundiaiser. com

Waitresses and Coohs
Apply at Jess' Lunch.
available to work
Sophomores and Juniors

Needed
Must be
lunches.
preferred.

Local Tree Service Wants
Oroundsmaa ■ for part time wort
Flexible hours. $800/hour. Must
lift 100 pounds 8334300
Uehksg to Earn Money for your
OrganUetloa or Yourself? fry FundU. a no cost fundraising program
that's easy and reliable Call
l-86f34aFUNDU.com.
OtfjITel Communications - Looking
to earn eitra money? We need you
to market/sell cellular phones and
service to JMU students. Find out
how you can make good money,
while enjoying the use of your own
cellular phone Contact Matt
Rosner at 7039264367 or email
mrosnerawjigitelsales. com.

Person to Lea
Year • Nice T.B. Ready to show.
Boarded locally. 2349781.
evenings

SERVICES

Beauty And Brains • From
gorgeous color make-up to
breakthrough shin care products.
Feel-good
fragrances
to
scientifically advanced formulas.
Mary Hay has all you need to look
great and live smart. Regma
Clements. Mary Kay Independent
Beauty Consultant. 5404594674.
wwwMaryKay.com/rciementsl
Ara You or Your Organisation
loeklng for a Really Lucrative
FunaYaasar? DgiTe) Cornrnuncatons
can show you how to make
unlimited money hooking up JMU
students with ceftiar phones Contact
Matt Rosner at 703926-4367 or
e-mail mrosnerSMigitalsales com

WANTED

NOTICE
Foe more information and

VOLUNTEER
FIREFIGHTERS
No eiperlence necessary,
cell-421-0541
pager-801-4447

'

asMMancr regarding (he
investigation of financing
buuncM opportunities, contact
(he Better Husincw IIHW. Im
1-1100-533-5501

Spring Break 2002 Travel with
STS. America's *1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas, or Florida. Promote
trips on campus to earn cash and
free trips. intan«©n/Reservations
1-8C064S4849C ivvM.srstravei.com.
•1 Soring Break Vacatiam - Best
prices guaranteed' Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. A Flondat Book
early and receive free meal plan Now
hamg campus reps! 1SCO2347007.
tvww.enoresssumrne/lours.com
AAAAI Spring Break Specials!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389!
Air. hotel, tree meals. Award
winning company! Group leaders
freei Florida vacations $1291
spnrtgonsarVfravrw com
18006786386
•ak Party! indulge in free
travel, food, and parties with the
best DJs and celebrities in Cancun.
Jamaica. Maratian. and the
Bahamas Go to StuMntCiry.com.
call 1 800 293 1443 or e-mail
B4*a*e»studentcrry.com
AAAAI Barl* Specials! Spring
Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
days $2791 Includes meals,
parties. Awesome beaches,
nightlife' Departs from Florida' Get
group go free! 1-800* 7 8-6386.
spnngorcaktravet. com

t Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Maratian for (reef To find out
how. coil 1-888-7774642 Of email
sales*>suncoastv ac at-ons c om
Spring Break Reps Needed- to
promote campus trips Earn $.
travel lree< No cost. We tram you
1-80O367 1252
www. sonngbreakdirect.com
Act Now! Guarantee the best
Spraig Break prices! South Padre.
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapulco. Florida A Mardigias
Reps needed... travel free, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6*.
8008388203. ivw* Irwun-Wurseom
«1 Spring Break Operator! Check
our website tor the best deals!
wwwvagabondtours.com Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
Group orgarwers earn free trips and
cash. Call today! 1 866 BREAK 00.

PERSONALS
Oat mad! www.e-madmoney.com
valuable coupons' $1.00 off with
ilnsad.
Skydlvel One day first tandem
Jumps from 2 1/2 miles up! 22
lumper aircraft JMU student
discounts'www saytWveorange.com
1 877 DIVESKV

HOW SAFE IS
SAFE ENOUGH?
Free an«n\mnuf HIV r, si.
< iill56X-6l77.
for an appointment.

PAH) MGT. JNTKRNSHIPS
KIHSI MMJH 2IMI2
Nil* inicmr»ine.l JMl' Build
your (oumc l-jfii over $7,000 I hi t
Mimmcr PtMHiunv full by
nunk^itin|E Apply nn-line iiidav
<•>•» liiilH.npninli-K. ,i«ii

ArJoptlon
Famey wishes (o adopt nfant We
love parenting our daughter and
went to share our lives with
another chad. Wit pay legal and
mod** expanses. Please can
Jach/Dianne at 18007736511.

Subscriptions to The
Breeze Are Available!
Call for more information'
568-6127

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good September 10, 2001 through October 31. 2001 and only applies to advertising
in the "For Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only.
Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great deal!
568-6127

0
Mgs

•5?
ft
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Go

33$ Arby's

Fresh Baked Bagels
Great Sandwiches & Subs

Deluxe Potato 1
Good at HarrisorJxrg, Wau>esboro, Stuarts Draft
www.vakyarfaye.com
Limit 4 per visit • Otter valid through September 30

plulS I

41 ()ur £idneriisers
Llie i) feeze

DUKES!!
Open 7 Daus at 6 a.m.

Party Trays
Party Bagels: Extra large bagel stuffed with your choice
of 3 meats and 1 cheese, garnished with lettuce and tomato.
20" Bagel Feeds 23 people
$41.99
16" Bagel Feeds 15 people
$28.00
12" Bagel Feeds 9 people
$17.00
Party Subs
3' Sub Feeds 17 people
$35.00
5' Sub Feeds 32 people
$55.99
Assorted Sandwich Tray: All sandwiches served with cheese
(excluding tuna and chicken salad) on assorted breads.
$3.25/person
Meat and Cheese Tray: Includes condiment tray, bagels and
assorted rolls.
$3.39/person
Vegetable Tray with Dip
30-35 people
$35.00
20-25 people
$25.00
Fresh Fruit Tray 25-30 people
$35.00

Breakfast Trays
Bagels trayed with Cream Cheese & Butter
$1.29/person
Bagels & Muffins Split Cream Cheese & Butter $1.59/person
Bagels, Muffins, Donuts & Cinnamon Buns
with Cream Cheese & Butter
$1.79/person

Hot Food

'IN

\\/

Chicken Francaise (approx. 15-20) Full Tray
(approx. 8-10) 1/2 Tray
Chicken Parmesan
Full Tray
112 Tray
Baked Ziti Parmesan
Full Tray
1 /2 Tray
Lasagna
Full Tray
Sausage and Peppers
Full Tray
1/2 Tray

1

$ 1.00

*•*'**
IN

$50.00
$27.95
$45.00
$25.00
$38.95
$19.95
$45.00
$45.00
$25.00

OFF ANY PURCHASE
OVER

$5.00

±J
_J

EMAIL
OB. G^O

BR£.EI£D'P®HOrMA,lL.COM
TO WWW.rH£BR£ei£.OR(5

Market Square East
1635-37 [.Market St.
564.B397

Rockingham Square
1731S. Hight St.
432.BB54

Harmony Square
1741 Uirqinia flue.
564.839.7
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For more information,
contact Christine at The Breeze: 568-6127
<

